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PREFACE
I grew up in an area of both agricultural and industrial pollution, and as such understanding how
pollutants behave has been a topic of particular interest to me. My bachelor's degree was in
environmental geoscience, with a focus on geochemistry, and so applying this knowledge in a modelling
context and learning new skills in understanding metal behaviour was very appealing! This thesis has
been challenging but always interesting, and I'm a little sad to see it finished. I hope that my work can
be used in some way in the future, and look forward to seeing how the state of information changes in
over time. Many thanks to Lenny van Bussel and Paul Römkens for supervising this thesis and for
dedicating their time and minds to helping me solve the many problems I encountered along the way.
You've both been great. A huge thank you also to my proof-readers: Ioan Talfryn, Pegi Talfryn and
Rebekah Sayer for picking up on my many mistakes. I did my best, and any inaccuracies in the work are
my own fault.
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SUMMARY
Copper and zinc in soils can have either detrimental or beneficial effects depending on their
concentrations and to which extent these metals are available for living things to take up. All metals in
soils can exist in a range of availabilities depending on different soil properties ranging from not being
available at all for uptake (known as “inert”), to being partially available for uptake (known as
“reactive”), and being completely available for uptake (known as “available”). When concentrations of
available copper or zinc are too high, it can lead to toxicity, while in low concentrations it can lead to
deficiencies, as both copper and zinc are essential micronutrients. Soil metals are added and taken away
by agricultural practices, and different soil properties will influence the fraction of metals which are
present in each of the three states, meaning that over time the concentrations of each will change. As
such, there have been attempts at calculating how this will change over time in order to get a better idea
of how concentrations and availability are likely to change in the future, and to help guide relevant policy
decisions.
Over time, metals in the soil will become less available in a process called “ageing”. This process
generally refers to metals transitioning from reactive to inert phases. This large process is made up of a
multitude of smaller processes including diffusion, occlusion, cavity entrapment and
precipitation/nucleation, the rates of which are dependent on the properties of the soil. The exact point
at which metals are considered reactive or inert is not standardised, and different papers use different
methods to extract the reactive fraction of metals in soils, with some using 0.43 HNO3, others using
EDTA (ethylenediamine tetraacetic acid), and others using isotopic dilution. Each of these gives an
inconsistently different boundary between the reactive and inert fractions.
This thesis looked at the processes controlling ageing and the various approaches being used to measure
it. Knowing and accurately predicting the concentrations and states of metals in soils are useful for
assessing risk, including when making decisions related to policy, and as such there are already models
in existence which look at this. At Wageningen University, the INTEGRATOR model uses empirical submodel for calculating reactive metals in soils, which calculates the reactive and inert fractions of metals
in multiple soil types based on measured correlations, but does not account for the processes controlling
ageing or how much time these processes take. There are alternative ways of doing this, however. This
thesis explores these possible alternatives to the current approach and compares their model outputs
with those from INTEGRATOR. It is particularly interested in seeing the effect of time on the ageing
process, as this is something which is not included in the INTEGRATOR approach, which assumes that an
equilibrium state is reached quickly when metals are added to the soil. A decrease in availability over
time would mean that more metals could be added to the soils before dangerous concentrations are
reached, and that likewise metal depletion is also more likely than previously anticipated at lower
concentration.
The overall aim of this thesis is to identify and evaluate different ageing modelling approaches from the
scientific literature as alternatives to the current INTEGRATOR approach, and to see whether or not these
different approaches would calculate ageing differently. At the end it will discuss the merits of a selection
of these approaches should they be used within INTEGRATOR, and the areas where there is still
improvement to be made.
Different models and information on ageing processes were gathered through a literature review, and the
subsequent models were reviewed according to selected criteria. These criteria included the scientific
validity of the selected model, the extent of soil conditions testing both in creating and validating the
model, the ease by which this new modelling approach could be included within the INTEGRATOR
framework, and the availability of required model inputs. Each of these four criteria was further divided
and scored, and a final score for each was created by weighing the criteria according to their perceived
importance and combining the weights and scores. The overall final score for each of the models was
used to determine which modelling approaches to select to compare in a model run against the current
INTEGRATOR approach.
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Based on the selection method, two models were chosen, both of which originated from a family of
process-based models, with one looking at copper, and the other looking at zinc. These two models
assumed that three processes of diffusion, occlusion within organic matter and precipitation/nucleation
are responsible for ageing, and each combined all three processes in a different way into a single
formula.
The selected process-based calculations for copper and zinc as well as the original INTEGRATOR
approach were applied using soil data from the FOREGS database (a soil geochemical database for the
whole of Europe), in a simplified model implemented in Excel® assuming a standard yearly metal
addition. The reactive metal concentrations at 0, 5, 10 and 30 years were compared against one another
given a standard yearly metal addition for each of the soils in order to see how closely the model outputs
aligned. This comparison showed a good correlation to start, but the correlation deteriorated over time.
The analysis showed that the INTEGRATOR approach calculates higher reactive metal fractions over time
than the two selected process-based approaches using diffusion, occlusion within organic matter and
precipitation/nucleation. Some possible reasons for this are the different definitions for reactivity used by
each of the papers and the models therein, the rate of ageing in the metals originally in the soil when the
modelling calculation starts, and the positive accumulation of metal in soil caused by a lack of a leaching
component in the Excel® model, as the simplified model in Excel® did not include this. The processbased modelling approaches also assumed that ageing continued over time, whereas the approach used
by INTEGRATOR assumed that the metals had reached equilibrium quickly and would therefore no longer
age.
In order to address some of the uncertainties from the original modelling concepts, the output's
sensitivity to temperature and pH was estimated through changing the model parameters. This showed a
small change in reactivity related to soil temperature, but a distinctive shift between high and low pH
which coincided with the boundary at which the different measurement techniques for reactivity were
expected diverge according to the literature.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1. BACKGROUND
ROLE AND EFFECTS OF METALS IN SOILS
Knowing the concentration and the state of metals in soils is important for many reasons, such as
determining toxicity, maximising crop yield, plant and animal (including human) health or environmental
assessments . Copper and Zinc, which are the focus of this thesis, are toxic in high concentrations
(Pandey et al 2019, Lock & Janssen 2001), but can have positive effects at lower concentrations and as
such are considered essential micronutrients (Schulte & Kelling 1992; Schulte 1992). For these metals,
both excess and deficit in the soils can be harmful to plants and animals (Brown & Wessells, 2012; Kabir
et al, 2014, Schulte & Kelling 1992; Schulte 1992), and excess can contribute to biodiversity loss
(Abdelhady et al 2019). Worldwide, the problem of zinc and copper deficiencies affects both crop yields
and human health, with an estimated 17.3% of people suffering from inadequate zinc uptake, and more
suffering from potentially diminished crop yields as a consequence of these deficiencies (Brown &
Wessells 2012, Ahmad et al, 2012, AGRIC, 2018 Shahid et al 2015). Consequently, accurate models can
help improve the quality of decision making in regards to policies controlling allowable and required
metal inputs (Calder et al 2018, de Vries et al 2014).

METAL SPECIATION: REACTIVITY OF METALS IN SOIL AND SOLUTION
The total concentration of a specific metal in the soil does not represent dangerous or available
concentrations (Andrees et al 2015) because metals in soils exist in a range of chemical states, and thus
have a range of potential availability. These states range from metals which are bioavailable and can be
readily taken up by plants or animals, through a range of reactive metals, which, depending on the soil
conditions, can slowly exchange with those in the bioavailable pool, to metals which are completely inert
(Degryse et al 2009). These inert metals are considered to be unavailable for uptake. As such, knowing
which state the metals are present in is very important when determining availability or possible levels of
toxicity (Liu et al 2018). Table 1 gives an overview of the bioavailable, reactive and inert states that the
metals can be present in within both the soil and the soil-solution. The inert fraction in the soil is made
up of metals bound or attached to soil minerals, and those bound in oxides or carbonate within the soil,
and of suspended inorganic metal complexes or colloidal minerals (Degryse et al 2009, Römkens et al
2004 - 305). Inert metals in solution only make up a small percentage of the total inert metals (Cambier
et al 2018). Metals in a reactive state in the soil can comprise of those bound or complexing in organic
matter, those diffused into pores, metal oxides and metals associated with secondary clay minerals,
while those in solution are mostly made up of complexes either with organics or with inorganic ligands.
The exact measure of the reactive metal fraction is defined differently in different papers, and is
sometimes referred to as the E-value of the metal in the soil (Ren et al 2017, Zeng et al 2017, Zhang et
al 2017).
The bioavailable fraction is made up of both soluble metal and those very weakly adsorbed (Degryse et al
2009, Jiang et al 2017, Liu et al 2018, Zhang et al 2018, Zeng et al 2017 and Zhang et al 2017).
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Table 1: An overview of metal states in soils (left) and solution (right), with data taken from
Degryse et al 2009, Jiang et al 2017, Liu et al 2018, Zhang et al 2018, Zeng et al 2017 and
Zhang et al 2017

Metal states (soil)

Metal states

* Metals attached to surface of soil

(solution)

minerals

Inert

* Suspended metal

* Mn, Fe and Al oxides
* Metal carbonates

Inert

* Pure or mixed solids in crystal

* Suspended metals in

lattices

colloidal minerals

* Metals in internal pores of

* Complex with

sorbents (e.g. oxides) after intraparticle diffusion

Reactive

inner sphere of mineral surfaces or

organic (DOM) +
inorganic ligands (Cl-,
SO42-, CO32-)

* Metals weakly bound to outer and

Reactive

complexes

Free ions

* M2+

organic matter
*Metals associated with oxides +
secondary clay minerals
* Organically bound metals
*M(OH)+

Bioavailable

* Some labile adsorbed metals

IMPORTANT PROCESSES FOR METAL TRANSITIONS
Both copper and zinc in general become less available with time, but the processes controlling the
ageing reactions are slightly different for each. Some similarities are that increased clay content leads to
more ageing, as well as high pH. For the latter this is due to a pH dependent negative charge increasing
the adsorptive capacity of soil surfaces (Rutkowska et al 2014).
COPPER
Reactive copper concentrations are strongly influenced by both clay and organic matter concentration
and form (Spadini et al 2018, Tye et al 2004). When ageing occurs, it can happen though multiple
pathways including surface pore diffusion, solid state diffusion, occlusion through precipitation and
occlusion within organic matter (Tye et al 2004). Copper has a tendency to form inner-sphere complexes
with weak organic acids and humic substances, (Spadini et al 2018, Tye et al 2004), as well as hydroxyion pairs (Percival et al 1999) with the organics acting as complexation sites for the copper reactions.
Organic matter also influences the ageing process more indirectly through humic substances coating the
other adsorbents thus limiting their ability to interact (Tye et al 2004). The nature of the dissolved
organic carbon in the soil is dependent on pH, with humic acids’ solubility being limited at below pH4
(Römkens et al 2004b). Most of the ageing happens quickly (i.e. within the first year), with the rate of
ageing decreasing over time (Zeng et al 2017). The slower process of diffusion is related to multiple soil
characteristics including the presence and concentration of organic matrices and soil minerals, and
(oxy)hydroxides in soils, temperature, and the presence of aggregates (Römkens et al 2004b).
ZINC
Like copper, zinc ageing is controlled by pH, organic matter and the prevalence of sand or clay in soils
(Liu et al 2018, Rutkowska et al 2014). High pH leads to an increase in adsorption onto the soils, inner
sphere complexation, and precipitation/nucleation (Rutkowska et al 2014). It also leads to the formation
of hydrolysed forms of Zn, the co-precipitation or inner-sphere complexation of Fe oxides and
chemisorption into calcite (Webb et al 2014, Rutkowska et al 2014). In all of these cases, these cause
ageing to occur to a greater extent, as well as more rapid processes. Organic matter can play two roles,
7

firstly through helping to adsorb Zinc onto solid surfaces, while organic acids also lead to forming
complexes, which in this case go into the soil solution (Rutkowska et al 2014). This is a more
complicated relationship, and while a higher concentration of organics generally leads to increased
ageing, it is not a one-way process. Zinc generally does not adsorb into soils as well as copper since zinc
occupying cation exchange sites are displaced when new metals are added (Percival et al 1999).
These metals states are not static, however, and metals can move from one chemical state to another.
The process by which a metal becomes less available, i.e. from the reactive state to the inert state, is
referred to as ‘ageing’, and it is what this thesis is interested in. The ageing of any metal in any soil is
determined by the soil properties such as pH, organic matter content or clay content, with the overall
ageing process being made up of multiple smaller processes. Some of these are diffusion, occlusion
within organic matter and precipitation/nucleation, cavity entrapment, and incorporation into crystal
lattices (Zeng et al 2017, Degryse et al 2009). An overview of the processes controlling ageing can be
seen visually in Figure 1, with the individual processes for each of the transitions described in more detail
in Table 2.

Table 2: The metal transitioning processes as shown in Figure 1, with 1, 2, 4, 5 and 8 showing
processes by which metal becomes less available, and 3, 6 and 7 showing processes where metal
becomes more available

Processes

1

* Surface precipitation/crystal growth (e.g. salts)
* Migration from outer to inner-sphere (surface of soil minerals)
* Mesopore/micropore diffusion
* Diffusion into Fe, Al and Mn oxides
* Cavity entrapment
* Occlusion within solid phases by organic or inorganic materials
* Incorporation into crystal lattices
* Ostwald ripening

2

* Adsorption onto soil organic matter
* Solid-state diffusion
* Formation of outer-sphere (electrostatic or physical) complexes
* Precipitation of M(OH)+

3
4
5
6
7
8

* Weathering
* Dissolution of precipitates (e.g. upon acidification)
* Adsorption onto organic surfaces
* Association of metal complexes
* Complexation
* Sorption
* Dissociation of metal complexes
* Dissociation of metal complexes
* Association of metal complexes
* Complexation
* Sorption
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Figure 1: A visualisation of metal states and transitions in soil, showing both the split between
bioavailable, reactive and inert metals, as well as between metals in the solid and solution phases.

MODELLING METAL BALANCES IN SOILS: THE INTEGRATOR MODEL
Having a model which can accurately predict how metals behave in soils can be a boon to policymakers
making decisions on allowable metal concentration in soils. Policies controlling soil metal inputs generally
cover farming practices, as currently, metal inputs to soils are largely through agriculture. Copper and
zinc exist as impurities in phosphorous fertilisers and are common supplements in animal feed and thus
manure (Liu et al 2018), and so adding either to crops will have an effect on the metal balance of the soil
(Wang et al 2014). How much of an effect it will have in the future and on a regional scale, however, can
only really be seen through modelling, as interactions in the system are complex, and beyond the
capacity of mere experience or common sense to solve (Calder et al 2018). INTEGRATOR is one such
model, and it was used for several policy analyses. An example of such a policy analysis is a scenario
analysis by INTEGRATOR on the effect of decreasing metal concentrations in inorganic fertiliser compared
with using an increased percentage of organic waste as fertiliser in order to assess the effects of EU
policy surrounding the Waste Framework directive (de Vries et al 2014, WFD 2008/98/EC).

Figure 2: A visualisation of the way in which INTEGRATOR calculates reactive metals at any
given time-step
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The INTEGRATOR framework is used to assess impacts of management on metal fluxes in the soil (de
Vries et al 2014). The framework is made up of a compilation of smaller potentially interchangeable
models, with the equations for metal interactions contained within the MITERRA sub-model. The current
approach used in the INTEGRATOR framework to simulate metal fluxes works empirically and assumes
equilibrium is reached quickly. It calculates the reactive and available fractions of metals through the
correlative relationships between various soil properties (pH, clay content, organic matter) and the total
metal concentration as measured with Aqua Regia extraction (de Vries et al 2004). As can be seen in
Figure 2, his equilibrium is calculated independently of time. It has been used to model the reactive soil
metal concentrations on a European scale, but the approach does not account for changes in reactivity
between the reactive and inert fractions, or the effect that time will have on the extent of ageing. Rather,
the INTEGRATOR approach divides the metals empirically into the inert and reactive fractions, and it is
still unclear what fraction of the added Cu and Zn will be available with time, and whether there is a rerelease of inert Zn and Cu upon depletion of the reactive fraction.

KEY DIFFERENCES IN MODELLING APPROACHES
There are different approaches to modelling the ageing process of metals in soils, ranging from purely
empirical to process-based approaches, along with different ideal conditions where the models can be
applied. Empirical models are models which calculate outputs according to correlative relationships
(Adams et al 2013), in this case between reactive metal concentrations and soil characteristics, whereas
process-based models (also known as “mechanical models”) calculate the reactive fraction based on the
known processes controlling ageing (Ma et al 2006a). Between these two extremes, models can exist
which are partially empirical, and partially process-based, and are here referred to as “semi-mechanical
models”. These semi-mechanical models use a process-based approach, but use constants derived from
empirical relationships (Zhang et al 2018).
For process-based models, it needs to be decided which processes are the most important for
representing ageing. As shown in Figure 1 and Table 2, there are multiple processes for metal aging. In
forming a process-based model, one needs to both pick which processes to replicate mathematically, and
decide to what extent each individual process contributes to the ageing process.
The current approach used in INTEGRATOR does not account for time, however, when working with
dynamic processes this is a very important consideration, meaning that many of the process-based
models include time in their equations (Ma et al 2006a,b, Zeng et al 2017, Zhang et al 2017). This is a
key difference between the approaches being used.
The aim of this thesis is to evaluate how the division of metal concentrations over the reactive and inert
parts in soils as calculated by INTEGRATOR can be improved. This was done by evaluating the usefulness
and suitability of available metal ageing models, assessing their strengths and weaknesses and
determining the best conditions for them to be applied. It will in particular look at models which show the
influence of time on the ageing process. Any improvements to the way INTEGRATOR models metals can
improve the current state of information and contribute to better tools for policy making in the future.

1.2. PURPOSE OF THE STUDY
This study attempts to address what the best options are for modelling the metal ageing process in soils
both through a review of the current body of scientific information on ageing, and the selection and
evaluation of existing methods of modelling the aforesaid process. In order to thoroughly and efficiently
accomplish this objective, the tasks have been narrowed down into the following research questions:
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1.3. RESEARCH QUESTIONS
1. Which models exist that describe ageing between the reactive and inert forms of Cu and Zn in
soils and how applicable are they for use in INTEGRATOR?
( Answered in Chapter 3)
2. How accurate are these existing models in simulating Cu and Zn concentrations according to
the literature data and subsequent model runs?
(Answered in Chapter 4)
3. How does the addition of each of the selected models affect the outputs of an INTEGRATOR
model run under a standard input set?
(Answered in Chapter 5)

2. METHODOLOGY
The methodology for this thesis can be divided, roughly, into four stages:(i) a literature review in order
to assess the current state of information on modelling approaches and ageing processes, (ii) the
identification and use of model assessment criteria to evaluate the identified approaches for modelling
ageing in soils, and finally (iii) testing and (iv) verification for any selected approaches using soil
geochemical data from a Europe-wide database. Each phase is elaborated upon in the following section.

2.1. LITERATURE RESEARCH
The literature review had a twofold aim of both assessing the current state of information in regard to
the processes controlling metal ageing, and of uncovering any current approaches used for modelling
ageing in soils. This part also included finding and creating standards with which to compare any selected
approaches, both in terms of typical European soil characteristics and the general standards ascribed to
soil model formulation. By using the information from the first part, it is possible to critically assess any
selected models, and evaluate how representative the results of any model run will be.
Relevant literature sources were found initially through using search engines such as Google Scholar and
the Wageningen University library search, and then via the snowballing effect through which relevant
papers are found by looking at both the papers referenced in a relevant paper, but also the papers which
are referencing that one in turn. Key search terms used for each of the research questions are detailed in
Table 3.

Table 3: Key search terms for literature review
Information for:
RQ: 1-3

Search terms
“kinetics” “copper” “Cu” “zinc” “Zn” “ageing” “aging” “soil” “metals” “inert”
“reactive” “labile” “model” “processes” “long-term” “immobilization”
“INTEGRATOR” , “EDTA”, “isotopic dilution”,

2.1.1. UNDERSTANDING METAL PROCESSES
A body of literature exists concerning the transition of metals from an available state to a less available
state and this was combed to uncover some of the key concerns in modelling them, in terms of
uncertainties and known problems. Metals will generally go from a more available to a less available
state in soils, and there are multiple soil properties which control the rate that this happens such as the
pH, the clay content, the organic carbon content, the soil temperature and the concentrations of iron or
aluminium ions in the soil (Zeng et al 2017, Zhang et al 2017). Some of these soil properties are
collected by soil surveys, while others are not. Through compiling and using information on soil
properties it is possible to evaluate and compare modelling approaches and how well any assumptions
align with the information within the literature.
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2.1.2. UNDERSTANDING CURRENT MODELLING APPROACHES
For this portion of the literature review, papers which included models simulating the extent and rate of
ageing in soils were collected and categorised according to their modelling approaches. No analysis
beyond this was conducted at this point; however information from these papers, such as the extent of
soil testing, was used for the formation of model assessment criteria in order to compare the different
modelling approaches as is detailed in the following section (2.2).

2.2. FORMATION OF ASSESSMENT CRITERIA
Through data collected from the literature review about both current modelling approaches and metal
behaviour, a set of criteria were formulated in order to ease comparison between different modelling
approaches. Criteria for final model selection were simplified and broadly categorised, before being
further divided into more specific considerations. Of these, certain requirements such as the availability
of input data are essential for running the model, whereas others are more focused on the soundness of
the model outputs. Models which do not reach the data input requirements were considered alongside
those which do meet the criteria despite it not being possible to test them at the moment. However, this
is done with the caveat that changes to data collection practices (e.g. the collection of data on additional
soil properties) may make them a feasible option in the future. For this thesis, however, models which
did not reach the data input requirements were unable to be run. To compare the models, scores were
given between 0 and 1 for each of the 4 criteria, with 0 being that the model lacks these elements
completely and 1 meaning that it fulfils the criteria perfectly. This scoring is explained in more detail for
each individual criterion in section 3.

2.3. MODEL VERIFICATION AND COMPARISON USING THE FOREGS DATABASE
Once the preliminary models had been narrowed down using the assessment criteria, the selected
models were applied to a database of 848 soils from across Europe, provided for free through the Forum
of European Geological Surveys (FOREGS) database (Salminen et al 2005). The FOREGS database is
made up of soil measurements from government institutions in 26 European countries and includes data
on the concentration of more than 50 elements, grain size and pH. This database was created to
establish a global geochemical reference baseline and has since been used to produce 360 maps for the
Geochemical Atlas of Europe (Salminem et al 2005). For this thesis, only topsoil data was used, as this is
where any metals inputs via agriculture would be applied, as well as that the concentration and state of
metal in the topsoil which is more representative of the portion available for plants and animals (Plouffe
et al 2015). The raw topsoil data from the FOREGS database was not immediately useable and required
tidying up before any of the models could be applied to it. This process included combining the data for
pH, organic carbon, total metal concentrations (defined as the portion extracted by aqua regia) and clay
alongside the longitude, latitude and datapoint name data into a single spreadsheet, and ensuring that
there were no duplicate or missing values. Of the total 848 sampling locations, 744 were used for
running the data analysis using the selected modelling approaches, with the remaining 104 excluded
because they were missing one or more essential measurements. This was done through using a
combination of the “IF” function in Excel®, conditional formatting and Table filters. The model formulas
were translated from their original papers into Excel® and applied for 30 years, calculated at yearly time
steps, but with snapshots taken at t=0, t=5, t=10 and t-30 years, to compare the models outcomes
development over time. The aim of this exercise was to assess how changes in approach influenced the
outputs of a model run under the same conditions and whether the results of such a run were plausible
before transferring the code into the INTEGRATOR framework. Comparison between the outputs of the
different modelling approaches was carried out through both Excel® and SPSS, with results expressed
both numerically and graphically.

2.4. IMPLEMENTING MODEL FORMULAS IN EXCEL®
Once the Excel® sheet containing all the essential FOREGS data had been created, the selected modelling
approaches were converted into Excel® format. For a single year the formulas did not need any
modifications and were created by referencing the appropriate Excel® cells, but including multiple metal
additions over multiple years required slight adaptation. For the original INTEGRATOR approach, this
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meant applying the calculation to both the original soil metal and the added soil metal, while for timebased approaches where the ageing rate changed, this meant adapting for different ageing rates for the
original soil metal and the different metal additions. The Excel® model only used the calculation for the
reactive fraction of the metal, and did not take into account any metal loss via leaching or crop uptake.
This is likely to influence the results of the INTEGRATOR calculation as metal accumulation is a key part
of the model. This is discussed in more detail in the discussion section (6.2).

2.5. CREATING TEMPERATURE DATA AND ADDRESSING THE IMPACT OF TEMPERATURE DATA ON THE
FINAL RESULTS
For one of the selected models, temperature data was needed to calculate reactive metal concentration
in the soil. As soil temperature data was not included as part of the FOREGS database, temperatures
were estimated according to their latitude, with given yearly average temperature values and the
latitudes at which they were measured plotted and a simplistic regression was generated. The equation
generated by this regression was then applied to the latitude data in the FOREGS database to give soil
average temperature values for each point which were then used in the reactive metal calculations.
It is assumed that the temperature data is only broadly accurate, therefore to account for any errors that
may be caused by incorrect temperature data the model outputs at different temperatures were
compared against each other to see how much of an effect they had. The effect of temperature was
calculated by both decreasing and increasing the assumed soil temperature by 5, 10 and 20 oK and the
outputs at these temperatures plotted in a graph against the original assumed temperatures.

2.6. STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
For statistical analysis, both SPSS and Excel® functions were used, with the Excel® plots showing both
r2 values and the relationship between the modelling outputs from the different approaches. SPSS was
used primarily to describing the soils characteristics within the FOREGS dataset in order to better judge
how the soils used for calibration and verification for the different modelling approaches compared with
the soils they were being used within the thesis. The information gathered from this included the
minimum, maximum, median, mean and range of data the total copper and zinc concentrations, the pH,
and the organic carbon and clay content. This information is presented in Appendix C.
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2.7. FORMATION OF MODEL COMPARISON CRITERIA
The first step in comparing the selected models was to derive appropriate criteria to compare and
evaluate the model selection from the literature review. Criteria were selected and adapted based on
information found in the literature review, as well as from comparison between the different models
themselves. The four broad criteria are the models’ scientific validity, the extent of soil testing, the ease
with which they can be adapted into the INTEGRATOR framework, and the availability of model data
requirements. Some sub-criteria are only included as descriptors to facilitate easy comparison (e.g.
whether a model is process-based or empirical), as this thesis is working with the assumption that
neither approach is inherently better.
Models are scored on a sliding scale from 0-1, with 1 being the best outcome and 0 being that the model
does not meet those criteria at all. Explanation of thresholds requirements for scores of 0, 0.25, 0.5,
0.75 and 1 are given for each of the criteria, with the possibility of intermediate scores being given
should a model score between these different thresholds. The scores are based on how well the model
meets the requirements of a set of sub-criteria for each broader category, as the methods used for
creating and assessing each of the models within the original papers were different, and direct
comparison of all criteria was not possible. These are meant as a scale that the models can be graded
on, and as such the high and low ends of the spectrum

2.8. MODELS’ SCIENTIFIC VALIDITY
Of the four categories, the first of the assessment criteria is scientific validity, which assesses the model
in terms of testing robustness and the quality of the methodology. Sub-criteria for this category are as
follows:
a.

EMPIRICAL OR PROCESS-BASED

b.

VALIDATION ROBUSTNESS AND EXTENT OF STATISTICAL TESTING(I.E. TESTED ON INDEPENDENT
SAMPLES, R2, SUM OR RESIDUALS ETC )

c.

PLAUSIBILITY OF MODEL RESULTS

Both empirical and process-based models can work well in appropriate situations, but knowing the nature
of a model is useful as it determines the likeliest causes of uncertainty within the model (Adams et al
2013). For empirical models, relationships are correlative and the model works best at the scale of
calibration, with uncertainties arising when the model is used beyond its tested parameters (i.e.
extrapolation) (Cuddington et al 2013). Empirical models generally require less information, however,
making them easier to use when the available data is limited. Process-based models, on the other hand,
often have high data requirements and tend to work on a spatial scaling of small to large (i.e. use
smaller scale processes and scale up the results). A process-based model is based on scientific rationality
and an understanding of the processes taking place and as such is limited by the extent to which the
processes are understood and quantified (Zhang et al 2017). There are examples of such models being
used in site-specific instances to determine perceived no effect concentrations (PNEC) (Wang et al 2015),
although thus far purely process-based ageing models have not been used on a broader scale for ageing
either zinc or copper (Zhang et al 2017). The source of uncertainty for process-based models tends to
come from an incomplete knowledge of the system. Because of the high data requirements, the model
uncertainty is also higher for process-based models as there are more potential points for errors (Adams
et al 2013).
Validation robustness refers to the extent the model has been applied both by the original author and in
subsequent tests and uses, as well as the results of statistical tests on the results of any model runs.
Models which show feasible results when tested on multiple datasets are considered more robust in this
instance than models where the application has been more limited. This information was gathered both
from the original papers and from papers citing the originals. The breadth of the soil properties
themselves are considered as a separate category as it is important. Statistical tests such as R 2 values
and the sum of residuals give an indication of the model’s accuracy and precision when predicting metal
behaviour, and are generally included in the model description. While some models are only tested
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against the soils they were calibrated against, others are tested against different datasets in addition.
Certain models also include the residual sum of squares (RSS) and the root mean square error (RMSE)
values, which are forms of measuring how much error there is between two data sets, or between
predicted and actual data. It is difficult to judge a model’s ability to accurately predict anything without
some degree of statistical testing. To better assess the breadth of ranges and what they mean in relation
to each other, all reported R2 values from the models were collected, and scoring criteria set according to
this range of values. Values may not have been reported in papers where the R 2 value was very low,
presenting a potential bias, however. Model R2 values ranged between 0.29-0.988, RMSE of 0.113-0.15,
RSS between 1.3-1.92.
The plausibility of model results is the most difficult sub-criteria to compare, as the criteria for plausibility
are partially subjective, as they are difficult to define numerically. One method of assessing the models’
plausibility is seeing if the model results are in agreement with each other (e.g. common trends in
process-based model workings are a pattern of a rapid initial decrease in availability followed by a more
gradual decrease over a longer time period), although this should not be assumed to be true in all cases
as multiple models could be working with incorrect assumptions. Additionally, at this point, the
assumptions behind the models may be judged. This is especially important for process-based models.
The answers to this sub-criterion cannot be fully actualised without running the model, however.
Sub-criteria a and d are included for ease of comparison, but they do not contribute to the overall score.
This is because neither empirical nor process-based models are preferred, and in the case of the
plausibility of model results this can’t be fully tested unless they are used through modelling. Doing so
may also may invoke a bias towards older papers which have had more chance to be studied and
replicated.
Based on the above considerations, rough guidelines for scoring scientific validity are as follows:
0 = No statistical tests carried out, model has not been tested on soils
0.25 = At least 1 statistical test carried out. R2 value of 0.25, RMSE <0.4, RSS <4
0.5 = R2 value of 0.5, RMSE <0.2, RSS <2 tested on original soils
0.75 = Tested on both calibration soils and additional soils, overall R2 value >0.75,
1= R2 value of 1, RMSE value of <0.01, RSS <0.1, tested on both original soils and different
soils, validated in other papers

2.9. EXTENT OF SOIL TESTING
By testing models, both against the soils they were based on, and on range of different soils, one can
assess how well the models are working. The criteria to be used here are as follows:
a.

NUMBER OF SOILS TESTED ON (BOTH FOR MODEL CALIBRATION AND VERIFICATION)

b.

TESTED ON RELEVANT RANGE OF SOIL PROPERTIES IN VIEW OF EUROPEAN RANGES: PH VALUES,
RANGE OF ZN AND CU CONCENTRATIONS, RANGE OF ORGANIC CARBON CONCENTRATIONS, RANGE OF
CLAY CONCENTRATIONS, RANGE OF SOIL TEMPERATURES.

c.

FIELD BASED (LONG TERM AGEING) OR LAB BASED (SPIKING – SHORT TERM)

A model which has been tested on a large number of soils and has shown good results is evaluated as
more robust than a model which has only been tested on a limited set of different soils.
As mentioned above, the extent of model testing and validation determines one’s faith in it. 80% of the
world's soil types are found in Europe (Soil Atlas of Europe, 2005), and ensuring that the selected models
were tested on soils which are reflective of the area they will be used in is very important. For copper,
the limit of detection in soils is 0.26mg/kg, and values in Europe generally range between 0.91159.07mg/kg, with a mean value of 13mg/kg (Tóth et al 2016), or between 1-421mg/kg, with a mean of
14mg/kg (Lado et al, 2008). This is lower than the world average of 30mg/kg (Ballabio et al, 2018), but
with 95.9% of Cu measurements in Europe below 50mg/kg (Ballabio et al 2018), calibration at the lower
end is more representative of a larger portion of Europe's soils.
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As for zinc, in Europe, the overall concentration can range between 4-2832mg/kg with a mean of
52mg/kg (Lado et al 2008), while uncontaminated agricultural soils fall between 10-300mg/kg with a
mean of 50-55mg/kg (Noulas et al 2018). The limit of detection for zinc is around 0.4-0.8mg/kg
depending on the extraction technique (Kraus & Ludwig-Kraus 2017). Other important soil characteristics
when determining reactivity are soil pH and organic carbon content (Ma et al, 2006, Liu et al 2018).
There is a distinctive North/South divide in European soil properties as a result of the last ice age and the
subsequent lithological changes which is reflected in the soil pH (Ballabino et al 2018), which is generally
between 3.3 and 8.1, with the vast majority of grazing and agricultural land falling between 4.3 and 7.3
(Fabian et al 2014, Reuter et al 2008). More extreme pH values usually exist due to high carbonate
concentrations, e.g. in Southern Europe, or acid mine drainage at a local scale (ESDAC 2010). Organic
carbon in Europe can vary between 0.2-80.5%, with a mean of 8.25% and a median of 2.7% (Hollis et al
2006), while clay content has a global average weight of 24.2%, and soil iron content has a weight of 15% (Schulte et al n.d., Ballabino et al 2016). Through comparing these values with those of the soils
used in creating and evaluating the models, it is possible to get an idea of how representative those
models will be of European soils in general. Models whose data does not cover this breadth will rely on
extrapolation, which can lead to erroneous results. A summary of European soil properties is presented in
Table 4.

Table 4: European soil characteristics
pH range

3.3-8.1 (80% between 4.3-7.5)

Temperature

285-300K

Clay content

24.2% (mean)
0.2-80.5% (mean=8.25)
Fe content %
1-5% weight
CaCO3 content
Metal concentration range Cu=1-421mg/kg (mean=14), Zn=4-2831 (mean=52)
Organic carbon content

The total time-period the tested metals have been aged for is also an important consideration, as it is
essential for an ageing model being used in the INTEGRATOR framework to be able to accurately show
ageing over a period of time from years to decades. For process-based models, this is because the rate
of ageing immediately after metal application is considerably more rapid than the rate of ageing after
some time has progressed (Ma et al 2006a 2006b). For empirical models such as the current
INTEGRATOR approach, it is important to see whether or not the relationships between soil properties
and the reactive metal fraction will remain the same over time (Elzinga et al 1999), or whether there is a
need to re-think the assumption that metals added to the soil reach a quick equilibrium point and remain
there. This can be done in papers by either ageing soils for multiple years and using the data to calibrate
a model, or by verifying the model outputs against soils which have been aged naturally for a very long
time.
Finally, ageing experiments are generally carried out in one of two ways – spiking soils and field-based
experiments. Results from spiking soils can be unreliable because the soils do not undergo ageing
naturally, as spiking changes the chemistry of the soils (Zhang et al 2017) whereas field-based
experiments, as well as the measurement of historically contaminated soils take a longer time than labbased spiked soil experiments but are more representative of all the processes taking place in the field
(Lock et al 2001). Some of the problems associated with lab-based ageing encountered within the papers
were the lack of soil microbial activity (Zeng et al, 2017, Zhang et al 2017), that soil moisture content is
not reflective of field conditions and that weather cycles such as warm and cold, or dry and wet extremes
are not considered (Zhang et al 2017). For example, re-wetting cycles in calcareous soils at warm
temperatures can lead to faster ageing (Ma & Uren 1997). The nature of the spiked metal also plays a
role in regards to uncertainty. As Cambier et al (2018) noted, the metals added to soils in field
conditions, especially those bound in organics, can be bioavailable, reactive or inert, whereas most
metals added to soils for calibration will be of a water-soluble, bioavailable species e.g. CuCl2 (Ma et al
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2006 a, Ma et al 2006 b, Oorts et al 2006), Zn(NO 3)2 (Zhang et al 2017). Additionally, a single
application of soluble metal is different from the repeated metal application likely to be encountered in
real life. As such modelling approaches which have only been tested out on spiked soils and which do not
take into account these weaknesses are considered less robust than those which have been tested on
soils contaminated historically or in a long-term field-based experiment.
The guidelines for scoring extent of model testing are expressed as follows:
0 = No soil testing carried out
0.25 = Tested on >5 soils (>30 measurements overall if noted), soil properties are not
representative of overall European values
0.5 = Tested on >15 different soils (>50 measurements overall if noted), median and mean for
soil properties are in line with European averages, aged for >1 year
0.75 = Tested on >60 soils, median and mean for soil properties are in line with European
averages, 80% of European soil types covered, aged for >2 years. Verified or calibrated using
historically polluted soils and field-based experiments.
1 = Tested on >100 different soils, median and mean for soil properties are in line with
European averages, whole extent of European soil types covered, aged for >3 years. Verified or
calibrated using historically polluted soils, spiking and field-based experiments accounting for
weaknesses of each.

2.10.

EASE OF INTEGRATION INTO CURRENT MODEL

The INTEGRATOR framework is made-up of a collection of smaller modules designed to do a specific
calculation within the whole. Within this large framework there is a portion which is used to calculate the
reactive metal in any given soil based on the properties of the soil in question and this part may be
substituted with another calculation in theory. While this can be accomplished, however, the ease of
doing so and the extent to which the substituted portion needs to be adapted in order to be useable
within the INTEGRATOR framework will vary between modelling approaches. Not all models were built to
account for yearly metal additions, and their adaptation to this more dynamic format may result in
unexpected uncertainties.
The below considerations are to be taken into account when assessing the ease with which a new model
can be substituted with the one currently used in the INTEGRATOR framework:
a.

SIMILARITY TO CURRENT APPROACH.

b.

DYNAMIC VS SINGLE STEP APPROACH? THE INCLUSION OF TIME.

INTEGRATOR currently uses a logarithmic Freundlich equation to calculate metal concentrations and
reactivity within soils, using multiple correlative relationships between soil properties and coefficients.
The modification of a few coefficients or the addition of new relationships, therefore, would not be
particularly difficult to adapt to the model. Many of the other models being used for ageing, however, use
different methods of calculating metal concentrations, including process-based approaches. Larger
differences in approaches will allow for a broader exploration of modelling options, and a variety of
potential solutions of which to choose from. Thus, it is important to take into consideration.
A dynamic modelling approach takes into account the metals already in the soils and builds upon this
year after year, where a single-step approach considers only the metal concentration change after a
single application. As metals accumulate in soils year after year, a dynamic approach is essential for
long-term ageing with repeat metal applications. Depending on the nature of the model in question, it is
possible to adapt the model calculation from a single-step to a dynamic modelling approach. However, if
the model was not originally meant to be used in a dynamic fashion, and had not been tested with
multiple metal inputs and outputs, it may result in inaccuracies. Another concern regarding the modelling
approach is whether or not time is involved when ageing the individual metal additions. Calculating the
ageing rates of multiple pieces of metal input simultaneously for a single piece of soil is more difficult
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than only calculating reactive metal concentration based on the total metal concentration at a given time.
It also is not certain whether when ageing collectively if each of the ageing rates of each of the separate
metal additions will interact with one another, or if the rates will remain independent of new metal
additions.
For this category, scoring guidelines for ease of integration are as follows:
0 = Completely different to current approach and not possible to adapt to work with current
model
0.25 = Different approach, but possible to adapt into current model with considerable effort and
adaption, but the adaption is likely to present new and significant uncertainties
0.5 = Different approach, but possible to adapt to current model with minimal adaption.
Adaption is likely to present solvable uncertainties.
0.75 = Easily adaptable into current approach with small changes. Is intended to be used as a
dynamic approach and is suitable for continuous yearly time-steps. Uncertainties are minimal
and known.
1 = Does not require any re-working to fit into INTEGRATOR framework. Model has been tested
in a dynamic setting and will not present new uncertainties.

2.11.

DATA REQUIREMENTS AND AVAILABILITY
a.

ADDITIONAL DATA INPUTS REQUIREMENTS

b.

ADDITIONAL DATA INPUTS AVAILABILITY (AND ACCESSIBILITY)

c.

ADDITIONAL DATA COVERAGE AND SPATIAL DENSITY

Different models will also have different input data requirements. The current INTEGRATOR framework
uses the following inputs for calculating the reactive metal fraction in soils:
Total zinc/copper content in the soil
Organic matter content
Clay content
pH
These values are taken from a number of different databases and used within INTEGRATOR. Regarding
model selection, some models require input data which are not included in the currently used databases,
such as the soil particle size, soil temperature, or the diffusion layer thickness for metals to pass through
soils. The ease with which these components can be included in the databases also varies. There is also
the possibility that models use properties which are included in the current databases but are not
necessary for the current equations used for calculating metal fractionation. The unavailability of
parameters essential for running the model will mean that the model will not be able to be used for
further testing during this thesis project, but it may be worthwhile looking into should data collection
expand.
Scoring criteria for data requirement and availability are:
0 = Model inputs not available and unlikely to be collectable
0.25 = Model inputs not available, but potentially collectable with changes in data collection.
0.5 = Most model inputs available, those which are not currently available are potentially
collectable in future surveys. Data coverage suitable for 50x50km grids, most European
countries covered.
0.75 = Model inputs available or very easily attainable. Almost all European countries covered,
suitable for 25x25km grids.
1 = Model inputs available or very easily attainable. All European countries covered up to 1x1km
grids.
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2.12.

WEIGHTS OF THE EVALUATION CRITERIA

In order to evaluate each model’s suitability for the specific task of modelling the ageing process in
European soils, each of the assessment criteria was weighed differently based on the relative importance
of each in this instance. These weights are partially subjective and based on the perceived importance of
each and what needs to be accomplished in this thesis. The weights are as follows: Scientific
validity=30%, Soil testing=35%, Ease of integration=15%, Data requirements=20%. The assumptions
driving this weighting are that the quality of the model is more important than the ability to run it in
INTEGRATOR at the current moment.

However, in order to assess whether the weighting choice made a significant difference in the final
choice, a further four weighting options were carried out and the scoring results were tested
against them as presented in Table 5.Table 5: Adapted weights for evaluation criteria
Weighting

1

2

3

4

5

Scientific validity

30%

25%

20%

50%

10%

Soil testing

35%

25%

40%

30%

20%

Ease of integration

15%

25%

10%

10%

40%

Data requirements

20%

25%

30%

10%

30%

3. MODEL SELECTION AND COMPARISON USING ASSESSMENT CRITERIA.
The literature review uncovered 12 papers which describe some form of ageing models. These models of
interest were grouped according to the mechanisms being used to calculate ageing, with the categories
being:
1)

Empirical models excluding kinetics

2)

Models factoring time

The model calculations are included in their simplest form in the next section for the sake of brevity as
the workings of all but the selected models are not relevant for the following steps. Model components
for each of the identified approaches are included in Appendix A, showing both the necessary inputs and
any constants that the model uses, as well as the development of the model where appropriate.
Using the criteria from section 3, the models, including the current INTEGRATOR approach were judged
according to their ability to model metal ageing in European soils. These approaches were all compared
against each other as well as against the range of soil properties found in Europe in order to determine
which best meet the requirements of this thesis. The initial selection of papers and their modelling
approaches are included in the next section.
*All information about the models was taken from the papers they were taken from unless stated
otherwise.

3.1. EMPIRICAL MODELS EXCLUDING KINETICS
The first school of models to be assessed use a Freundlich type relationship, as is used in INTEGRATOR.
The calculations for each can be found within the following papers:
1) De Vries + Voogd 2004 (Zn) (Prediction of the long-term accumulation and
leaching of Zn in Dutch agricultural soils)
log 𝑍𝑛𝑠𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑟𝑒 = 𝛾0 + 𝛾1 ∙ log 𝑍𝑛𝑠𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑡𝑜𝑡 + 𝛾2 ∙ log(%𝑂𝑀) + 𝛾3 ∙ log(%𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑦)

(1)
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With Znsoil,re = reactive soil zinc concentration, Znsoil,tot = total soil zinc concentration, %OM = the
percentage of organic matter in the soil, %clay = the percentage of clay in the soil and γ0, γ1, γ2, γ3 are
constants.
* This value gave output values mol/kg in Alterra, and was changed to -0.703 for this thesis as noted in
Alterra report 305 (Römkens et al 2004), where both values were derived, to maintain consistency
2) De Vries et al 2004 (Cu) (Prediction of the long-term accumulation and leaching of
Cu in Dutch agricultural soils)
𝑙𝑜𝑔𝐶𝑢𝑠𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑟𝑒 = 𝛾0 + 𝛾1 ∙ 𝑙𝑜𝑔𝐶𝑢𝑠𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑡𝑜𝑡 + 𝛾2 ∙ log(%𝑂𝑀) + 𝛾3 ∙ log(%𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑦)

(2)

Cusoil,re = reactive soil copper concentration, Cusoil,tot = total soil copper concentration, %OM = the
percentage of organic matter in the soil, %clay = the percentage of clay in the soil and γ0, γ1, γ2, γ3 are
constants.
3) De Vries et al 2014 (Field-scale balances of nitrogen, phosphorus, copper, zinc
cadmium and lead, and the impacts of policies on those balances)
𝑀𝑒𝑟𝑒 = 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑡𝑀𝑒−𝑟𝑒 + 𝑓 × log[𝑀𝑒𝑇 ] + 𝑔 × log[𝑂𝑀 ] + ℎ × log[𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑦]
(3)
With ConstantMe-re = reactive soil metal concentration at, MeT = total soil metal concentration, OM = the
percentage of organic matter in the soil, clay = the percentage of clay in the soil and constant, f, g, and
h are constants.
The above three models empirically predict reactive metal concentrations based on European soil data
and using pH, clay and organic matter concentrations. These models, 1 (De Vries & Voogd 2004), 2 (De
Vries et al 2004) and 3 (De Vries et al 2014) use the same approach (albeit with different constants for
Cu and Zn), and have been included under a single entry (termed “INTEGRATOR”) where it is assumed
that the additional studies give more credence to the original.
4) Cambier et al 2018 (Trace metal availability in soil horizons of copper added to
soils: influencing factors and models)
log(𝑍𝑛𝐶𝑎𝐶𝑙2 ) = 5.56 + 1.305 × 𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑍𝑛𝐸𝐷𝑇𝐴 )(𝑝 = 0.00) − 0.753 × 𝑝𝐻𝐻2𝑂 (0.00) − 3.04 × log(𝑆𝑂𝐶)(𝑝 = 0.00) (4)

With Zncacl2 = zinc in solution, ZnEDTA = reactive Zn concentration, pHH2O = pH, SOC = soil organic carbon
This model is an empirical representation of the ageing taking place in 10 soil plots of similar
composition, creating a best-fit of reactive or soluble Zn using pH, soil organic carbon and total, reactive
or soluble Zn concentrations.

3.2. MODELS FACTORING TIME
The grouping comprises models which describe changes in the reactivity of added metals in the soil over
time. The studied papers mainly focussed on a single metal (either Cu or Zn), but the principles guiding
the model can be applied to other metals with adaption.
Ma models
Within this group, many models are derived from work by Ma et al(2006a,b) which represent ageing
mathematically using the three processes of precipitation/nucleation, diffusion and occlusion within
organic matter. Each of the models takes a slightly different approach to combining the three processes
and incorporating time. The reactive fraction at a given time is shown as an “E-value” which can be
either a fraction or a percentage or is noted as the “labile fraction” which is represented as a fraction. For
each of these definitions, a different experimental procedure was used to quantify the reactive fraction.
While broadly similar, the results will differ under certain conditions. This is explored in more detail in
both the results and discussion sections.
1) Ma et al 2006 (Short-term natural attenuation of copper in soils; effects of time,
temperature and soil characteristics)
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This model is a foundation to multiple future models, and combines the three processes of
precipitation/nucleation, diffusion and occlusion within organic matter, with the diffusion process
assumed to be the slowest of the three.
𝐵

𝐶

𝐷′

𝐸𝑎

𝐸𝑎

𝐸𝑎𝑑𝑑 % = 𝐴 − 10(𝑝𝐾𝑜 −𝑝𝐻)+1 × 𝑡 𝑡 − 600𝑝𝐻√𝜋𝑟 2 √𝑡 ∙ exp (293 − 𝑅𝑇 ) − 𝐹 ∙ 𝐶𝑜𝑟𝑔 ∙ 𝑡 𝐺/𝑡

(5)

With Eadd = reactive percentage of added copper in soil, A = E-value of added Cu at t=0, B = coefficient
related to effect precipitation/nucleation, pKo= first hydrolysis constant of copper, t= incubation time, pH
= soil pH measured in 0.01M CaCl2, tC/t = exponential equation describing the kinetics of a fast process,
F = constant related to effect of occlusion within organic matter, D/πr2= constant related to diffusion, G
= constant related to occlusion process, Corg = total organic carbon content (%w/w), Ea activation
energy, T = temperature (K), R=ideal gas constant (8.314J/mol.K)
2) Ma et al 2006 (Long-term aging of copper added to soils)
This second model is mostly focussed on precipitation/nucleation and diffusion, with the relationship
between diffusion and time represented through a natural logarithm. This is discarded in future models in
favour of an exponential relationship.
𝑌1 = (

𝐶
𝐵
) × 𝑡𝑡
0
10𝑝𝐾 −𝑝𝐻 +1

(6)
𝐶
𝑡

𝐵

(7)

𝐸𝑎𝑑𝑑 (%) = 100 − 10(𝑝𝐾𝑜 −𝑝𝐻)+1 × 𝑡 − 𝐹 × ln(𝑡)

With Eadd = reactive percentage of added copper in soils, Y1 = precipitation/nucleation fraction, B
coefficient describing nucleation/precipitation, pK o = first hydrolysis constant of Cu, t = ageing time
(day), tC/t = reciprocal power exponential equation for kinetics of a fast process, pH = soil pH, F =
Coefficient related to effect of micropore diffusion
3) Zeng et al 2017 (A new model integrating short and long-term aging of copper
added to soils)
This model combines the three core processes (precipitation/nucleation, diffusion, occlusion within
organic matter) but makes the processes’ relationship with time more complex. This iteration also
includes temperature as a factor controlling the diffusion process and introduces the erfc (complimentary
error function) data distribution assumption. Because the model uses both the erfc and exp functions to
model diffusion it is implied that there are at least two distinct diffusion processes in play which operate
at different rates. The distinction between the three processes is considerably blurred in this model with
diffusion assumed to happen to any metals remaining after the other two processes.
𝐾

𝐾

𝐵

𝐶

𝐶

𝐺

𝑜𝑟𝑔
𝐸𝑎𝑑𝑑 = exp (𝑁𝑒 𝑇 𝑡) × 𝑒𝑟𝑓𝑐√𝑁𝑒 𝑇 𝑡 × [1 − (10𝑝𝐾𝑜−𝑝𝐻+1) × 𝑡 𝑡 − 𝐹 × ( 100
) × 𝑡𝑡]

(8)

With Eadd = reactive fraction of added metal in soils, N = constant related to diffusion, K = constant
(=activation energy/universal gas constant (R)), T= temperature (K), t = ageing time (day), B =
coefficient for precipitation/nucleation, pK o = first hydrolysis constant of Cu, pH = soil pH, t= ageing time
(day), tC/t = reciprocal power exponential equation for kinetics of a fast process, F = Coefficient related to
effect of micropore diffusion, Corg = organic carbon, tG/t = rate of occlusion process

4) Zhang et al 2017 (Aging of zinc added to soils with a wide range of different
properties: factors and modelling)
Like the previous models, this iteration combines precipitation/nucleation, diffusion and occlusion within
organic matter. It mimics Zeng’s use of the complimentary error function alongside the diffusion process,
but does not incorporate temperature. The division between the three processes is very clear here with a
cumulative reduction from the original 100% starting concentration (A) with each added process.
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𝐶

𝐵

𝐸𝑎𝑑𝑑 % = 𝐴 − 10(𝑝𝐾𝑜 −𝑝𝐻)+1 × 𝑡 𝑡 − (1 − exp(𝐹𝑡) × 𝑒𝑟𝑓𝑐√𝐹𝑡) × 100 − 𝐺 × 𝐶𝑜𝑟𝑔 × 𝑡 𝐻/𝑡 (9)
With Eadd = reactive percentage of added zinc in soils, A = coefficient related to E-value of added Zn at
t=0, B = coefficient for precipitation/nucleation, pK o = first hydrolysis constant of Zn, pH = soil pH, t=
ageing time (day), tC/t = reciprocal power exponential equation for kinetics of a fast process, F =
coefficient related to effect of micropore diffusion, G = coefficient related to effect of occlusion within
organic matter, Corg = organic carbon, tH/t = rate of occlusion process
5) Zhang et al 2018 (Change of the extractability of cadmium added to different soils:
aging effect and modelling)
While not relating to Cu or Zn, this model utilizes the same processes, albeit using different coefficients.
By this point the use of combined erfc and exp functions to describe diffusion can be seen in all models
from this family. This is more similar to Zhang’s zinc model (2017), whereby the three processes are
assumed to work independently of each other. This model was excluded from the next step in the
selection and instead assumed to give additional validation to the other models using the same technique
(i.e. three distinct processes). Model assessment using the formulated criteria are included in the
Appendix B.
𝐶

𝐵

𝑌1 = (〖10(𝑝𝐾𝑜−𝑝𝐻)+1)) × 𝑡 𝑡
𝑌2 = 1 − exp(𝐹𝑡) × 𝑒𝑟𝑓𝑐√𝐹𝑡
𝐶𝑜𝑟𝑔

𝑌3 = 𝐺 × (

100

) × 𝑡 𝐻/𝑡

(10)
(11)
(12)

With Y1 = change in reactive Cd due to precipitation/nucleation, Y 2 = change in reactive Cd due to
diffusion, Y3 = change in reactive Cd due to occlusion within organic matter, B = coefficient for
precipitation/nucleation, pKo = first hydrolysis constant of Cd, pH = soil pH, t= ageing time (day), tC/t =
reciprocal power exponential equation for kinetics of a fast process, F = Coefficient related to effect of
micropore diffusion, G = coefficient related to effect of occlusion within organic matter, Corg = organic
carbon, tH/t = rate of occlusion process
Independent models
The following models were created independently of the work by Ma al, and represent ageing in ways
other than the precipitation/nucleation, diffusion and occlusion within organic matter trio used in the
models above
6) Buekers et al 2008 (Modelling the effects of ageing on Cd, Zn, Ni, and Cu solubility
in soils using an assemblage model)
This model looks at ageing through looking at the metals’ reactions with oxyhydroxides. The ‘labile’
fraction is likely to be smaller than the ‘reactive’ fraction used currently with INTEGRATOR depending on
soil conditions as this model does not consider metals trapped with clays, organics or precipitated as
non-oxyhydroxides, meaning that its application is very specific.
𝑡

𝑡

𝑇𝑐

𝑇𝑐

(13)

𝑓 = 1 − (1 − 𝑓𝑒𝑞 ) [1 − exp (− )] = 𝑓𝑒𝑞 + (1 − 𝑓𝑒𝑞 ) exp (− )

𝑓 = 1 − (𝑘

𝑘1
−1 +𝑘1

) [1 − exp(−(𝑘−1 + 𝑘1 )𝑡)] = 𝑓𝑒𝑞,𝑜𝑥 + (1 − 𝑓𝑒𝑞.𝑜𝑥 ) exp (− 𝑇

𝑡

𝑐,𝑜𝑥

)

(14)

With f = labile fraction of added metals, t = time (days), Tc = response time of the reaction (days), feq =
labile metal fraction at t=∞, k1 and k-1 = rate constant for back and forth reactions from labile to nonlabile metal on oxyhydroxide, K = relative partitioning of metal between reversible and labile part of the
oxyhydroxide, feq,ox = labile metal fraction on oxyhydroxides at equilibrium

7) Zhou et al 2008 (Aging mechanism of copper added to bentonite)
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This model only considers diffusion, assuming that this is the main process controlling ageing related to
clays. While the paper looks specifically at copper, it can be seen from the other models that the same
reasoning is being applied to both Zn and Cd as well, albeit with the inclusion of other processes as most
soils are not made solely of clay. Formula 16 shows the kinetic processes the simpler diffusion
calculations (15) are based on.
𝑌𝑛
𝑌𝑚

𝐷
𝑟2

=

𝑘𝑏 𝑇
ℎ

𝐷

(15)

= 𝑀 + 6√𝜋𝑟2 𝑡
∆𝐺

× 𝑒 −(𝑅𝑇) =

𝑘𝑏 𝑇
ℎ

∆𝐻

∆𝑆

× 𝑒 −(𝑅𝑇) × 𝑒 ( 𝑅 )

(16)

With Yn/Ym = Cu reactive fraction (where Yn = the concentration of reactive Cu, and Ym = the total
concentration of Cu), M = constant representing effect of rapid reactions, D = diffusion coefficient, πr2 =
spherical particle circumference, t = ageing time (day), k b = Boltzmann constant, T = absolute
temperature (K), h = Planck’s constant, ΔG = standard Gibbs free energy (kJ/mol), R = gas constant, ΔH
= standard energy of activation (J/molK), ΔS = standard entropy of activation (J/molK)
8) Zhou et al 2015 (Ageing of added copper in bentonite without and with humic acid)
This model assumes that diffusion is the only process taking place when copper (or any metal) is added
to clay. It does not account for more complex soils.
𝑌𝑛
𝑌𝑀

𝐷

= 𝑀 + √(𝜋𝑟 2 ) 𝑡

(17)

With Yn/Ym = Cu reactive fraction (where Yn = the concentration of reactive Cu, and Ym = the total
concentration of Cu), M = constant representing effect of rapid reactions, D = diffusion coefficient, πr2 =
spherical particle circumference, t = ageing time (day)

3.3. MODEL SCORES AND ALTERNATIVE WEIGHTING OPTIONS
Based on the scores given to each of the models, and the original weighting of each category, two
models – Zhang et al (2017) and Zeng et al (2017) were chosen to be tested against the current
INTEGRATOR approach. To see how much the weighting influenced this decision, and to ensure that the
chosen weighting options did not exclude feasible approaches, alternate weighting options as presented
in Table 5 and 6 were also used. Table 6 shows the final scores when adapted for the alternate weighting
options, while table 7 shows the breakdown on the scores for the criteria in each of the models. While
the model scoring does make a difference in some cases (e.g. Ma et al (2005) varies between 0.650.73), this doesn’t change the overall results, with the models by both Zeng et al (2017) and Zhang et al
(2017) consistently showing the highest scores. Tables including a breakdown of the scores for each of
these modelling approaches have been included in Appendix B.
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Table 6: Alternative weights for each of the modelling approaches uncovered through the literature
review

Weighting
1
INTEGRATOR

Weighting Weighting
2
3

Weighting Weighting Average
4
5

0.9

0.91

0.89

0.9

0.93

0.91

Cambier (2018) Trace
metal availability in soil
horizons amended with
various urban waste
composts during 17
years - Monitoring and
modelling

0.67

0.7

0.67

0.65

0.74

0.68

Ma (2005) Short-term
natural attenuation of
copper in soils

0.7

0.68

0.73

0.69

0.65

0.69

0.73

0.71

0.76

0.72

0.69

0.72

0.79

0.78

0.8

0.8

0.75

0.78

0.8

0.81

0.8

0.8

0.83

0.81

0.63

0.61

0.63

0.66

0.58

0.62

0.43

0.41

0.4

0.47

0.39

0.42

0.57

0.54

0.54

0.65

0.47

0.55

Ma (2006) Long-term
aging of copper added
to soils
Zhang (2017) Aging of
zinc added to soils with
a wide range of
different properties
Zeng (2017) A new
model integrating short
and long term aging of
copper added to soils
Buekers et al (2008)
Modelling the effects of
ageing on Cd, Zn, Ni and
Cu solubility in soils
using an assemblage
model
Zhou et al (2008), Aging
mechanism of copper
added to bentonite
Zhou et al (2015),
Ageing of added copper
in bentonite without
and with humic acid
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Table 7: Final scores for each of the models

Model
INTEGRATOR

Scientific
Validity

Soil
Ease of
Data
Testing Integration Requirements

Total

0.9

0.85

1

0.9

0.9

0.65

0.55

0.8

0.8

0.67

Ma (2005) Short-term natural
attenuation of copper in soils

0.7

0.75

0.5

0.8

0.71

Ma (2006) Long-term aging of
copper added to soils

0.7

0.75

0.5

0.9

0.73

Zhang (2017) Aging of zinc
added to soils with a wide
range of different properties

0.85

0.75

0.6

0.9

0.79

0.8

0.75

0.85

0.8

0.79

0.7

0.65

0.5

0.6

0.63

0.55

0.4

0.4

0.3

0.43

0.8

0.55

0.4

0.3

0.55

Cambier (2018) Trace metal
availability in soil horizons
amended with various urban
waste composts during 17
years - Monitoring and
modelling

Zeng (2017) A new model
integrating short and long
term aging of copper added
to soils
Buekers et al (2008)
Modelling the effects of
ageing on Cd, Zn, Ni and Cu
solubility in soils using an
assemblage model
Zhou et al (2008), Aging
mechanism of copper added
to bentonite
Zhou et al (2015), Ageing of
added copper in bentonite
without and with humic acid

Based on the scores and the weighting three models were chosen to compare against each other, these
being the models from Zeng et al (2017) for Cu, Zhang et al (2017) for Zn and the currently used
INTEGRATOR approach for both Cu and Zn. The following section explores the selected models in more
detail, exploring the way they were crafted, how they work mechanically and what assumptions were
made in creating them and what this means for the models’ potential usage.
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4. EVALUATION OF SELECTED EXISTING AGEING MODELS AND ADAPTING THEM FOR USE IN
INTEGRATOR

4.1. INTEGRATOR: CRITICAL ASSESSMENT
The mathematical calculation currently used to determine the reactive metal fraction (here defined as the
metals extractable using 0.43M HNO3) compared to the total metal concentration (determined via metal
extraction using aqua regia), utilises organic matter content, clay content, and total metal content as
model parameters and is expressed as follows:

log(Me.reactive) = a + b*log(organic matter) + c*log(clay) + d*log(Me.aqua-regia) (18)
Where a, b, c and d are constants
Calibration for the INTEGRATOR reactive metal model was based on a series of empirical relationships
calculated using data on reactive and total soil metals from a database of 300-600 samples. These soil
samples generally fell within the European average ranges, with organic matter between 0.2-73.4% by
weight (compared to the general European values of 0.2-80.5%) with an average of 8.7% (Europe
=8.25%), clay content between 0.2-55% with an average of 12.5% (Europe = 24.2%), and a pH of
between 1.8-7.9 (Europe = 3.3-8.1) and an average pH value of 5 (see also Table 4). They are,
however, representative of Dutch soils only, which means that certain soil types are excluded. With the
exception of some of the Southernmost reaches of the Netherlands Dutch soils are not lithologically
derived (Hartemink & Sonneveld, 2013), and as such any metals in the soils will have been added
artificially, rather than as a product of rock weathering. While mineral weathering generally takes a
considerably longer time to release metals than artificial application, exceptions such as volcanic ash or
rocks with high carbonate concentrations can weather more quickly under certain conditions (Cortes &
Franzmeier, 1972). Additional limitations to using only Dutch soil are that the Dutch climate is not
representative of many parts of Europe, as the temperature, especially, influences the binding capacity
of both clay and organic matter (Romkens et al, 2004). As is noted in Ma et al (2006a) temperature also
affects the diffusion rate of metals in solution and thus the ageing rate.
Four different calculation methods were considered to represent the reactive portion of the metals
considered when originally formulating the approach (Römkens et al 2004):
1)
2)

Directly estimating the reactive fraction as a linear function of the soil properties
Directly estimating the reactive fraction based on a logarithmic function of the soil properties

3)

Estimating the inert fraction as a linear function of soil properties and assuming the reactive
fraction as the difference between the inert and total metal concentration

4)

As with the 3rd option but using log-transformed data

Of these, the second option gave the best estimation of reactive metal content and the lowest sum of
residuals, with some of the other possible formulas displaying problems such as negative values at lower
concentrations and a general overestimation of the reactive metal content (Romkens et al 2004). This
method of calculation is a form of Freundlich equation, which is used as theoretical adsorption isotherms
(Elzinga et al 1999). Freundlich equations, however, have no maximum adsorption capacity, and thus
caution must be taken to not apply the model to sites where the saturation of the metal of interest is
low. This would only generally be a problem in cases of soils with high metal concentrations and few
binding sites, however (i.e. low clay and carbon content in the soil) (Römkens et al 2004). Freundlich
equations also pose problems in that they are limited by the range of experimental data and procedures
for gathering this data, with field soils likely to show differences in soil structure, electrolyte composition,
redox conditions and the presence of plant roots. There is also an assumption with Freundlich equations
that equilibrium times are short (i.e. days), whereas in fact equilibrium times of centuries could be very
significant (Elzinga et al 1999).
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4.2. ZENG ET AL 2017: CRITICAL ASSESSMENT
The model created by Zeng et al (2017) calculates copper ageing semi-mechanically, and builds upon
previous work by Ma et al (2006a, 2006b). The original models were developed to show both long-term
(>6 months) ageing and short-term (<6 months) ageing of copper, but not as a continuous process,
whereas the newer model was created to calculate both short-term and long-term ageing continuously.
The original divide between long and short-term ageing is reflected in the new model to a degree, with
outputs showing the initial ageing happening rapidly while the long-term process is more gradual (Zeng
et al 2017). Individually, the three processes of diffusion, precipitation/nucleation and occlusion within
organic matter are as follows:
y3
1−y1−y2

𝐾

𝐾

= 1 − exp(𝑁𝑒𝑇 𝑡) × 𝑒𝑟𝑓𝑐√(𝑁𝑒𝑇 𝑡) (19)
𝑌1 = (

𝐶

𝐵
𝑝𝐾0−𝑝𝐻

10

) × 𝑡𝑡

(20)

+1

𝐶

𝑜𝑟𝑔
𝑌2 = 𝐹 × ( 100
) × 𝑡𝐺/𝑡

(21)

(Blue = diffusion processes, Red = precipitation/nucleation processes, Green = occlusion within organic
matter processes)
The final model combines all three processes, assuming that the total ageing that takes place can be
explained by the joint workings of the three processes in conjunction with each other.
i.e. that at t=?: 𝐸𝑎𝑑𝑑 = 1 − 𝑦1 + 𝑦2 + 𝑦3

(22)

Where Eadd is the reactive fraction, y1 is precipitation/nucleation, y2 is occlusion within organic matter,
and y3 is diffusion. Precipitation/nucleation is a fast process, relative to the other two, and heavily pH
dependent with high pH values leading to increased precipitation and thus an increased rate of ageing.
Occlusion is also a relatively fast process, and is linearly related to the amount of organic carbon within
the soil. The diffusion process, on the other hand is more important for long-term ageing, and at soils
with low pH when precipitation/nucleation doesn’t have as strong of an effect.
The three processes can be seen clearly in the final calculation as well.
𝐾

𝐾

𝐸𝑎𝑑𝑑 = exp (𝑁𝑒𝑇 𝑡) × 𝑒𝑟𝑓𝑐√𝑁𝑒𝑇 𝑡 × [1 − (

𝐶
𝐵
) × 𝑡𝑡
𝑜
10𝑝𝐾 −𝑝𝐻+1

𝐶

𝐺

𝑜𝑟𝑔
− 𝐹 × ( 100
) × 𝑡𝑡 ]

(23)

While decidedly process oriented, the model does work with some empirical assumptions. The empirical
components within the model were based partially on pre-existing equations, for example, diffusion is
based on the formation of Cu(H 2O)n in soils and the subsequent pKo value of the equation as can be seen
in equations 24-26. The pK0 value represents the chemical equilibrium constant for the formation of
Cu(OH)+ in soils, and decrees that precipitation is more likely to occur at high pH values.

[𝐶𝑢(𝐻2 𝑂)𝑛 ]2+ = [𝐶𝑢(𝑂𝐻)(𝐻2 𝑂)𝑛−𝑥−1 ]+ + 𝑥𝐻2 𝑂 + 𝐻+
𝐾=

[𝐻 + ][𝐶𝑢(𝑂𝐻)+ ]

+
+
[𝐻 ][𝐶𝑢(𝑂𝐻) ]
2+

[𝐶𝑢

]

(25)

[𝐶𝑢2+ ]

=

1

10

𝑝𝐾𝑜 −𝑝𝐻

(24)

(26)
+1

While the standard literature value of 7.7 (Lindsay et al 1979, Wolt et al 1997) for Cu in bulk solution
was eventually used, model optimisation within Zeng’s study produced a value of 6.65, possibly due to
soil solid surfaces promoting the hydrolysis of Cu ions.
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Likewise, the expression of the diffusion process was based on previous works including a basic structure
from Crank’s book (1975), the Arrhenius equation for the formation of a diffusion constant as is seen in
equation 27:

𝐷 = 𝐷0 𝑒 −𝐸𝑎/𝑅𝑇

(27)

The solver function in Excel® was used to form constants for each of the processes. The solver function is
an Excel® add-on program that uses a set of user-specific constraints to get an optimal value for a
formula in one cell, in this case the constants used in calculating ageing. These generated constants were
for the occlusion process in the form of F (2.85) as an occlusion constant and G for the effect of time on
occlusion within tG/t, since occlusion is assumed to be rapid. For precipitation, B was optimised to 1.14 to
adapt the formula to be used in soil rather than solution, as this is normally 1 when using the formula to
calculate K.
For calibration, the model uses two different sets of data, one lab-based and ranging from 0-360 days
(Ma et al 2006a) and another based on long-term data from a previous model (Ma et al 2006b), which
has been used to accurately predict metal ageing between 8-78 years. This same dataset was used in
the creation of the original models that this incarnation was derived from. Verification for this model is
also based on datasets used for the previous studies. The current model was tested on 19 soil samples
from different European countries, with soil properties generally in line with those of typical European
soils with a pH range of 2.98-7.52 (Europe = 3.3-8.1), clay content of between 5-51% (Europe = 24.2%
average), and organic carbon content between 0.41-23.32% (Europe =0.2-80.5%, average = 8.25%).
The organic carbon values do not quite cover the extent found in European soils but are representative of
the average. Of the three final selected models, this is the only one where soils CaCO 3 content is
included, which falls between <0.5%-47.4%. No European data was found on this. The soils’ original
total copper concentration ranged between 1.7-88mg/kg but were spiked with copper and aged in the lab
with concentrations of between 10-650mg/kg to represent ageing in the more polluted soils (European
values are between 1-421mg/kg, with a mean of 14mg/kg). The model uses soil pH, organic matter
concentration, temperature and time to calculate ageing, with the predominant factor being soil pH.
Unlike INTEGRATOR and other approaches, this model also takes temperature into consideration as
higher temperatures influence the diffusion rate of copper, which is the principal process at low pH in the
short term, and the most dominant process at any pH in the long-term.
Weaknesses with the model calibration and validation include the conditions in which ageing was carried
out, which did not account for microbial activity or the ageing of copper other than in water-soluble
forms as is generally the case for lab-based ageing experiments. Additionally, short-term ageing was
also carried out under lab conditions whereas the long-term data for calibration was collected via the
results of another model (Ma et al 2006b), and the samples used to verify long-term ageing were left
outside. This meant that climatic and location-specific soil properties were not continuously replicated
over either the verification or calibration time periods. These properties include microbial activity,
temperature and soil moisture content. The soils aged outdoors were also exposed only to weather
conditions in Canberra in Australia, which, while an approximation of the European average, does not
reflect any of the northernmost or southernmost extremes. Zeng’s paper (2017) also states that that
model has not been tested on metals introduced through sewage, sludge or organic fertiliser, with the
tested conditions focussed solely on water-soluble copper, making the assumption that all introduced
copper will be in an available, water-soluble form. As mentioned previously, this is generally assumed in
other models as well.
In this case, the extent of metal ageing when measured experimentally in the soil was determined using
a stable isotope dilution technique. This technique gives a lower estimation of the reactive fraction than
the 0.43M HNO3 extraction used by the INTEGRATOR approach (Garforth et al 2016, Ren et al 2017).
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4.3. ZHANG ET AL 2017: CRITICAL ASSESSMENT
The model created by Zhang et al (2017) is a semi-mechanistic interpretation of the Zinc ageing process
based on the family of models created by Ma (Ma et al 2006a, Ma et al 2006b). As with the model by
Zeng et al (2017), this model is capable of both short-term and long-term ageing, and works from an
assumption that the ageing process is split into two distinct phases: a relatively rapid process of inner
and outer-sphere surface complexation and precipitation (strongly dependent on the formation of
Zn(OH)+ and the soil pH) and a slower series of processes comprised of zinc diffusion into oxides or
clays, incorporation into crystal lattices, occlusion within organic matter, Ostwald ripening and the
precipitation of new metal phases. Of these, the rate-limiting process is diffusion as this influences the
rate at which zinc can reach and react with the soil components responsible for further ageing.

[𝑍𝑛(𝐻2 𝑂)𝑛 ]2+ = [𝑍𝑛(𝑂𝐻)(𝐻2 𝑂)𝑛−𝑥−1 ]+ + 𝑥𝐻2 𝑂 + 𝐻 +

(28)

The mechanistic processes represented in the model are the same ones present in the model by Zeng et
al (2017), namely diffusion, precipitation/nucleation and occlusion within organic matter, and are derived
from the same three model components (Ma et al 2006a,b). The main way this model differs from the Cu
model by Zhang is that this model does not take into account the effect of temperature on the diffusion
process. Some basic assumptions made about the working of the model are that the rate-limiting step in
the ageing process is diffusion, and that pH has a marked ability on ageing, with higher pH values
considerably decreasing the Zinc reactive fraction.
For model development, data from 23 soils by Tye et al (2003) and Crout et al (2006) were used. The
soils were aged for 813 days and measurements taken at 11, 67, 174, 236, 291, 437, 627 and 813 days.
Soil properties were generally in line with those expected of European soils with pH ranging between 3.37.62, Fe at 0.34-2.67% and background Zn values of between 29-206mg/kg. Organic carbon content for
both model calibration and verification, however, were below the European mean of 8.25%, with
calibration values at between 1-7.06% and verification values at between 1.8-5.6%, meaning that higher
end values may not be as accurate. Zhang’s paper (2017) did not provide quantifiable information on soil
clay concentrations, however. Using this data a stepwise regression analysis was performed, which
identified the most important factors controlling ageing as incubation time and soil pH (and therefore the
precipitation process). Three separate modelling approaches were developed from this data and
presented in the paper, with the one using a complementary error function (erfc) showing the best
results (i.e. higher R2 value and lower residuals when comparing predicted and actual values). This
model calculation is represented mathematically as follows:

𝐸𝑎𝑑𝑑 % = 𝐴 −

𝐵
𝑜
10(𝑝𝐾 −𝑝𝐻) +1

𝐶

× 𝑡 𝑡 − (1 − exp(𝐹𝑡) × 𝑒𝑟𝑓𝑐√𝐹𝑡) × 100 − 𝐺 × 𝐶𝑜𝑟𝑔 × 𝑡 𝐻/𝑡

(29)

Diffusion= blue, Precipitation/nucleation = red, occlusion within organic matter = green
As with the copper model created by Zeng, the individual portions making up the new model can be
seen. While both are trying to show the same thing, some differences between the two takes are the lack
of temperature consideration in Zhang’s model, and the dependence on optimised coefficients, especially
in Zheng’s zinc model. Two examples of this are the E-value (% of total added labile metal at time=0),
and pKo. With the copper, there was an assumption that the E-value was 1 (100%), whereas for Zhang’s
zinc model the use of the solver function to optimise the coefficients has placed the value at 106%. This
use of the solver function for coefficients also changed the pKo to 6.52 for this model from the standard
value of 9.00 for Zn in bulk solution (Lee 1977), which was attributed to the greater ease of hydrolysis
for Zn(OH)+ on soil solid phases. This was considered, but not implemented on Zeng’s copper model,
where the literature value by Lindsey (1979) and Wolt (1997) was used.
For validation, a set of four Australian soils were aged for two years (615 days) with 11 treatments of
different soluble Zn concentrations and one control soil for each. Soil properties ranged from between
pH3.9-6.6, and organic carbon content between 1.8-5.6%. Problems with both the development and
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validation soils were in line with those generally encountered when ageing the metals in a lab
environment, including the lack of soil moisture content, temperature effects or microbial activity on the
soil. The original soil data used for calibration from Tye et al (2003) and Crout et al (2006) kept
temperature consistent at 16 oC, and soil moisture content at 80% field capacity. Zhang (2017) also
notes that the lack of leaching experienced by the test soils in addition to the spiking by zinc nitrate
could lead to lower pH and higher ionic strength than would be found in field conditions. Artificial spiking
(i.e. a one-off application of metal to the soil) is also different to the typical application of metals onto
the soils, in that in real life conditions there would be multiple metal applications, whereas the lab
experiments merely look at the effects of one instance of spiking. Taking into account these
shortcomings in the soil data, model predictions for the erfc model only deviated from the measured
samples at between 0.26 and 6.4% values. Further testing on a wider array of soils will need to be
conducted in order to test the robustness of these results, however.
For this calibration of soils used in the model, the reactive metal portion is defined as the portion
extractable using ethylenediamine tetraacetic acid (EDTA), as this was what was used to define reactivity
on the individual soils. The paper itself, however, refers to the reactive fraction as the isotopically
available fraction which is not the same, especially at higher pH (Garforth et al 2016). The varying
definitions of reactivity between different papers and models are a consistent problem when trying to
compare modelling approaches.

4.4. ASSESSING THE THREE SELECTED MODELS’ SUITABILITY WHEN COMPARED WITH
EUROPEAN SOIL VALUES
Figure 3 shows to what extent each of the selected models was representative of European soils in
general in terms of pH, organic carbon content, clay content, temperature and total metal concentration.
As can be seen, while none of the models are able to cover the entire extent of European soil
characteristics, INTEGRATOR comes closest, with the models by both Zeng et al (2017) and Zhang et al
(2017) not covering the range of both metals and organic carbon present in soils, and Zhang et al (2017)
not noting clay content at all in their paper. Temperature data for Europe was estimated as elaborated
upon in 4.6, but there is still a lot of uncertainty in the approach. Overall, however, the extent of soil
characteristics are representative of average European values if not the extreme values. Depending on
the databases being used, the values showing this will differ slightly, but the FOREGS database shows an
average pH value of 5.6 with a standard deviation of 1.0, average organic content of 2.3%, with a
standard deviation of 1.9 and average clay content of 3.4% and a standard deviation of 3.0. Copper
concentration, while ranging between 1-112 mg/kg in the FOREGS database has an average value of
15.2 and a standard deviation of 14.2, while zinc varies between 4-2272 mg/kg, but has a mean of
58.5mg/kg, and a standard deviation of 116.1. This means that while the models may not be
representative of extreme values, they account for most European soils.
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Figure 3: A comparison of European soil characteristics and the extent of model testing for the three
selected models. European data is the same as was presented in Table 4.
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4.5. ADAPTING THE MODELS FOR USE WITHIN THE INTEGRATOR FRAMEWORK
Small changes were needed to make the models by Zeng et al (2017) and Zhang et al (2017) suitable to
be used within the INTEGRATOR framework. This was mostly to do with the incorporation of time-based
ageing processes, which INTEGRATOR doesn’t account for except for through considering yearly
accumulation. Figure 5 shows a schematic of the part of the INTEGRATOR framework which calculates
metal concentrations and speciation. The other models would be used at the same point that the original
INTEGRATOR is used, with the output for that portion being the reactive metal fraction in the soil at any
given time.

Figure 4: INTEGRATOR framework metal calculation processes
Currently, the method used by INTEGRATOR works as shown in Figures 4, where reactive metal
concentration is calculated based on the total metal amount at any given point in time, based on the soil
properties. The total metal concentrations are calculated taking into account the total inputs and outputs
each year, the difference between which being the yearly accumulation. The original total metal and the
sum of accumulation constitute the total metal in this case. For the Excel® version of the model,
however, it was not possible to account for all the input and output processes and accumulation is merely
made up of the yearly metal additions as shown in figure 5. The effect of the lack of leaching and plant
uptake will become more prevalent over time as metal concentration increases, as there is no way for
the metal concentration to decrease in the model without these. Metals are calculated as a number
rather than as a fraction using this method. This is also problematic because leaching effects other soil
characteristics such as decreasing the salt, counter-ion and dissolved organic carbon concentration in
solution, which would in turn increase the available copper concentration. The extent to which this would
influence the overall metal concentration would also be very dependent on pH, with sandy soils at low pH
being more susceptible to metal leaching than those at high pH (Zhang et al 2017b)
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Figure 5: Reactive metal calculation in INTEGRATOR
In contrast to this, the models by Zeng and Zhang calculate the reactive fraction as an E-value (this is
shown either as a fraction from 0-1, or as the % of reactive metals in the soil), and would do this for
every separate metal addition, which would then be combined to give the overall reactive metal
concentration at any given time. The calculation for this used in Excel® is as follows:
𝐸 − 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 = (𝑀𝑒𝑠𝑜𝑖𝑙 × 𝐸 − 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒𝑡=𝑛 ) + (𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑑𝑑 × ∑(𝐸 − 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒𝑡=0 : 𝐸 − 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒𝑡=𝑛−1 ))

(30)

Where Mesoil is the original soil metal concentration, M add is the metal added to the soil each year, E-value
is the percentage value for reactive metal in the soil at a given time, and n is the number of years since
the first addition. This is illustrated in Figure 6.
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Figure 6: Time-step calculation for Zeng and Zhang's models where ageing is calculated separately
for every metal addition
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4.6. TEMPERATURE EFFECTS
Another new soil property which was considered to affect ageing in copper was temperature, and was
included as a model input in the model by Zeng et al (2017). Temperature is included in the part of the
equation calculating the extent of diffusion, with the assumption that higher soil temperatures will mean
that the diffusion rate will increase. Currently, there is no soil temperature database of Europe, but
estimated values were calculated using the latitudes of the data points. This presents two problems of
inaccurate temperature data and the effect of averaging yearly temperature data. To determine the
extent of this problem a sensitivity analysis was conducted whereby the soil temperatures were changed
in the Excel® model by intervals of 5K, 10K and 20K warmer and colder, and the new average E-values
for the adjusted temperatures were compared against each other. The general trend showed that at
lower temperatures the predicted E-value would be higher and at higher temperatures E-values would
decrease. This is in line with the assumption that higher temperatures facilitate the diffusion process as
is assumed in the paper by Zeng et al (2017). While there is a distinct effect observed with changing
temperature as can be seen in Figure 7 and Table 8, the impact that incorrect soil temperatures is likely
to have on the results does not appear to be large. Average yearly European soil temperatures ranged
from roughly between 285-300. Assuming that some of the calculations were very wrong, even with a
+10K increase in average temperatures the E-value would only decrease by 4% over the first year, and
a decrease in temperature of 10K would increase the E-value by only 3% after the first year.

Temperature effect on E-values (t=0)
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Figure 7: The effect of temperature on copper E-values for soils from the FOREGS database

Table 8: Changes in average copper E-values as a consequence of changes in temperature for the
FOREGS database
Original

-5K

-10K

-20K

+5K

+10K

+20K

Original average
temperature

0.70

0.72

0.73

0.76

0.68

0.66

0.62

292K
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5. MODEL COMPARISON USING MODEL RUNS BASED ON DATA FROM THE FOREGS
DATABASE

5.1. COPPER
Using the data from the FOREGS database the outputs from Zeng (2017) and Zhang’s (2017) models at
0, 5, 10 and 30 years were compared against each other and to the INTEGRATOR approach outcomes.
Figure 8 shows the general trend in ageing over time with an initial rapid rate of ageing that gradually
slows as time progresses. Concentrations of 0.1% and 1% of the original soil metal values, as well as
lump values of 1mg/kg and 5mg/kg metals were added every year to each of the soils in each of the
models, and concentrations were calculated in yearly time steps in order to see how each of the models
responded to different metal inputs. Comparison of the model outputs against each other initially showed
a strong positive correlation between the new approach and the INTEGRATOR approach, although both
new approaches showed considerably lower reactive metal predictions. Over time, however, the
correlation became weaker for both copper and zinc, and the predicted concentrations of the newer
models decreased as well.

Copper ageing using Zeng et al (2017)
y = -0.116ln(x) + 0.7258
R² = 0.9915
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Figure 8: Copper ageing over time using the average E-values from soils in the FOREGS database
As can be seen in figure 8 and table 9, the formula being used here becomes more unreliable as time
progresses, evening off at an E-value of -0.03 after 1000 years. In cases where there exists a
combination of very high pH values, organic matter content and low copper concentrations this may
happen sooner, and these negative values should be considered unreliable as there cannot be a negative
reactive metal concentration.

Table 9: Average copper ageing over time for soils within the FOREGS database according to the
model by Zeng et al (2017)
Time
(years)
Reactive
fraction

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

30

50

100

200

500

1000

1

0.7

0.64

0.6

0.57

0.55

0.53

0.51

0.49

0.48

0.46

0.31

0.24

0.16

0.08

0.01

-0.03
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COPPER MODELS COMPARISON 5MG/KG

Figure 9: Comparison of reactive copper concentrations at t=0, t=5, t=10 and t=30 using both the current
INTEGRATOR approach and the model by Zeng et al (2017) assuming a metal addition of 5mg/kg per year

The addition of 5mg/kg.year of copper to the soil is the greatest metal input of any of the Excel® model
runs, and the results show a clear initial relationship between the outputs of the two modelling
approaches that deteriorates over time. Even from the start, however, it can be seen that INTEGRATOR
calculates a higher fraction of the metal as reactive compared with the approach by Zeng.
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COPPER MODELS COMPARISON 1 MG/KG

Figure 10: Comparison of reactive copper concentrations at t=0, t=5, t=10 and t=30 using both the current
INTEGRATOR approach and the model by Zeng et al (2017) assuming a metal addition of 1mg/kg per year
The smaller copper addition of 1mg/kg.yr retained a stronger relationship than for the 5mg/kg.yr
addition, although this too degrades with time and overall shows INTEGRATOR calculating a higher
fraction of reactive metal than the approach by Zeng et al (2017)
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COPPER MODELS COMPARISON 1% YEARLY ADDITIONS

Figure 11: Comparison of reactive copper concentrations at t=0, t=5, t=10 and t=30 using both the current
INTEGRATOR approach and the model by Zeng et al (2017) assuming a metal addition of 1% of the original
total metal concentration per year

For this series of outputs, copper addition to the soil was assumed to be at 1% of the value of the
original soil copper concentration. This presents a bias in that the original metal concentration will be
causing the correlation rather than the outputs of the ageing calculation, however this does show to what
extent the INTEGRATOR calculation will predict concentrations above those by Zeng et al (2017). As can
be seen, the extent to which INTEGRATOR calculates higher concentrations than the approach by Zeng et
al increases with time. This relationship between the outputs of the two models degrades over time here
as well, but as expected from reinforcing the original concentrations in the yearly additions it does not
happen as rapidly.
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COPPER MODELS COMPARISON 0.1% YEARLY ADDITION

Figure 12: Comparison of reactive copper concentrations at t=0. t=5, t=10 and t=30 using both the current
INTEGRATOR approach and the model by Zeng et al (2017) assuming a metal addition of 0.1% of the total
original metal concentration per year
The final run of the Excel® model was for the smallest yearly metal additions, showing how differently
the two modelling approaches would calculate the ageing of metal in the soil where metal additions were
miniscule. For this model the ageing was almost entirely controlled by the initial metal concentration, and
the relationship between the outputs of the two models degraded over time
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5.2. ZINC
As with copper, the correlative relationship between both methods of calculating zinc is at its strongest at
t=0, when no time has passed, and gradually diminishes over time and with new copper additions. This
model run assumes 1mg/kg, 5mg/kg 1% original or 0.1% zinc additions every year to every type of soil.
Three data points were excluded from the total as they were extremely large values and skewed the
remaining values and made the overall dataset less representative. In general, the INTEGRATOR method
predicts higher reactive metal concentrations than the semi-mechanical model developed by Zhang
(2017). Because it is time-dependent, the model by Zhang needs to work with certain assumptions. The
first of these assumptions is that any added metal is in the available form, and will proceed to transition
to reactive and inert forms with time. The second assumption is that the metal that was originally in the
soil at t=0 is also ageing. The rate of this ageing is unknown, however, as the application time and
quantity for each soil prior to t=0 is also unknown. For the sake of consistency, the total reactive metal
concentration in the soil at t=0 for both Zeng and Zhang have been set to the E-value at t=1, at which
time the ageing rate has started to decline. This may lead to a slight over-estimation in the first few
years, but this will decrease over time. This value was also consistent with the values given by the
INTEGRATOR approach at t=0 for both copper and zinc as can be seen at t=0 in the below graphs.
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Figure 13: Zinc ageing over time using the average E-values from soils in the FOREGS database

Table 10: Average zinc ageing over time for soils within the FOREGS database according to the
model by Zhang et al (2017)
Time
(years)
Reactive
fraction

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

30

50
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500

1000

1

0.71

0.64

0.59

0.55

0.52

0.49

0.47

0.45

0.44

0.42

0.28

0.22

0.16

0.1

0.06

0.03
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ZINC MODEL COMPARISON 5MG/KG

Figure 15: Comparison of reactive zinc concentrations at t=0, t=5, t=10 and t=30 using both the current
INTEGRATOR approach and the model by Zhang et al (2017) assuming a metal addition of 5mg/kg per year
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ZINC MODELS COMPARISON 1MG/KG

Figure 16: Comparison of reactive zinc concentrations at t=0, t=5, t=10 and t=30 using both the current
INTEGRATOR approach and the model by Zhang et al (2017) assuming a metal addition of 1mg/kg per year
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ZINC MODEL COMPARISONS 1% YEARLY ADDITIONS

Figure 17: Comparison of reactive zinc concentrations at t=0, t=5, t=10 and t=30 using both the current
INTEGRATOR approach and the model by Zhang et al (2017) assuming a metal addition of 1% of the original
total metal concentration per year
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ZINC MODEL COMPARISONS 0.1% YEARLY ADDITIONS

Figure 18: Comparison of reactive zinc concentrations at t=0, t=5, t=10 and t=30 using both the current
INTEGRATOR approach and the model by Zhang et al (2017) assuming a metal addition of 0.1% of the
original total metal concentration per year
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5.3. PH AND THE DEFINITION OF REACTIVITY
One of the issues that surfaced in the literature review was that different authors would define the
reactive fraction differently. The definition used for the INTEGRATOR approach is the metal extractable
using 0.43M HNO3 whereas Zeng et al (2017) and Zhang et al (2017) use isotopic dilution or EDTA as a
definition. Marzouk et al (2013) and Ren et al (2017) state that the differences between the reactive
fraction as calculated by HNO3 becomes more pronounced at higher pH, and thus to test this hypothesis
the calculated reactive metal fraction for both copper and zinc assuming a yearly addition of 1mg/kg at
both below and above pH6.5.
For both metals the r2 value for lower pH is higher than for at higher pH, although at t=0 the relationship
between both models’ copper output does not change significantly for as can be seen in Figure 19. Zinc,
however, appears to show that the INTEGRATOR approach calculates a higher reactive metal
concentration than the approach by Zeng et al (2017) at pH above 6.5 at t=0 onwards, as can be seen in
Figure 21. For both metals, however, the relationship between the two model outputs degrades more
slowly over time at lower pH as can be seen in Figures 20 and 22. This implies that the predictions at
higher pH are more prone to error, although further testing is required to ascertain the exact cause of
this.
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Figure 19: Copper ageing as calculated by INTEGRATOR and the approach by Zeng et al (2017)
when taking into account soil pH
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Figure 20: Copper ageing over time split into data points pH>6.5 and pH<6.5. For t=5 years, R² = 0.8935 (y =
0.6749x + 3.4248) for pH<6.5 and R² = 0.6516 (y = 0.4402x + 3.6896) for pH>6.5. For t=10 years R² = 0.8294
(y = 0.5524x + 4.6094) for pH<6.5 and R² = 0.4287 (y = 0.3109x + 4.5939) for pH>6.5. Finally, at t=30 years
R² = 0.4352 (y = 0.2908x + 10.93) for pH <6.5 and R² = 0.0347 (y = 0.1025x + 8.1731) for pH>6.5
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Figure 21: Zinc ageing as calculated by INTEGRATOR and the approach by Zhang et al (2017)
when taking into account soil pH
At t=0 the difference in pH does not appear to influence the slope of the line for zinc, although the data
points at pH above pH6.5 have a slightly higher R2 value. As with copper, the relationship between soils
at pH>6.5 and pH<6.5 degrades over time, but this one shows two distinct relationships between the
two modelling outputs which degrade a lot more slowly as can be seen in Figure 21.
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Figure 22: Zinc ageing over time split into data points pH>6.5 and pH<6.5. For t=5 years R² =
0.8235 (y = 0.7817x + 11.68) for pH<6.5 while R² = 0.9023 (y = 0.6548x + 8.1515) for pH>6.5.
At t=10 R² = 0.8078 (y = 0.6493x + 12.242) for pH<6.5 and R² = 0.876 (y = 0.4898x + 7.4814)
at pH>6.5. Finally, at t=30 years R² = 0.7157 (y = 0.4216x + 16.384) for pH<6.5 and R² =
0.6683 (y = 0.2417x + 7.4762) for pH>6.5.
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6. DISCUSSION
To summarise the content of the report, the processes controlling ageing, and the forms of the metals as
they age are diverse and based on the qualities of the soils including clay and organic matter content,
pH, temperature and overall metal concentrations. For modelling purposes, the three processes of
precipitation/nucleation, diffusion and occlusion within organic matter have been used to calculate overall
ageing in a school of process-based models based on concepts by Ma et al (2006). Models from this
school were tested using data from the FOREGS database, and compared against the results given by the
current INTEGRATOR approach which showed outputs in line with each other, although the processbased models predicted a lower reactive metal concentration. This, however, may be partially due to the
different ways papers have been defining reactivity.

6.1. DEFINING REACTIVITY
There are multiple ways of defining the reactive metal fraction in soils. This is especially important when
comparing the results of different models as the exact definition of what constitutes the reactive fraction
can change from model to model. For the three models compared in the latter part of this thesis,
reactivity was defined as an E-value measureable through isotopic dilution using
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Cu (Zeng et al 2017),

by using a mixture of extraction by HNO3 and isotopic dilution to form an E-value (Zhang et al 2017),
and by HNO3 extraction only (INTEGRATOR, Groenenberg et al 2006). Because of this, however, despite
each of these models claiming to calculate the reactive fraction, the actual fraction of metals this will
cover will vary from definition to definition. A study by Marzouk et al (2013) compared the reactive
concentrations according to E-values, HNO3 extraction, EDTA and DTPA and found that the
measurements differed when applied to the same soils. This was especially noticeable at higher pH where
HNO3 significantly overestimated zinc concentrations compared with EDTA extraction and E-values from
isotopic dilution. This discrepancy was related to soil properties and so converting from one definition of
reactivity to another isn’t possible, however, solely for comparison between E-values and HNO3
extractable metals, the largest differences are in soils with high carbonate content (which generally also
includes soils with high pH), but that any concentration of carbonate results in differences between the
isotopically exchangeable and 0.43M HNO 3 extractable pool. Marzouk’s paper (2013) suggests that HNO3
can be suitable in organic soils with low pH. As INTEGRATOR was tested on Dutch soils only, this means
that most of the soils will have negligible amounts of CaCO3 and that in theory the reactive fractions
calculated by each of the models should be similar, however, values will start varying significantly as pH
increases. When soil samples were divided according to their pH, the ratio between INTEGRATOR and
Zhang, and INTEGRATOR and Zeng changed differently over time based on the pH. This implies that one
of the factors resulting in different reactive metal calculations is the definition being used for the reactive
fraction, although the exact extent to which this influences the results is unsure.
The arbitrary divides that define reactivity in different papers is a serious issue, and in order to compare
model outputs accurately, it is necessary to account for this in the calculations. Unfortunately, there has
been no reliable method created of doing so to date as comparisons using different soils are inconsistent
(Marzouk et al 2013).

6.2. COMPARING AND EVALUATING THE SELECTED MODEL OUTPUTS
When comparing the three selected approaches against each other and in the context of European soil
properties, it can be seen that the most extensively tested is the INTEGRATOR approach, although the
family of models created by Ma et al (2006a,b) have been reviewed and modified extensively since their
creation up to the present approaches. A general weakness with the models by both Zeng et al (2017)
and Zhang et al (2017) are that they were not tested on as broad a range of soil criteria as INTEGRATOR
(Figure 3). While pH is fairly representative, only the INTEGRATOR approach has been tested out on soils
of higher organic carbon content, and for both Zeng and Zhang approaches the maximum metal
concentrations used for calibration and validation are significantly lower than the European maximum,
although they are representative of the average concentration ranges. This could mean that when these
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models are applied to soils with higher organic carbon content (e.g. peats) or areas with very high metal
pollution that the results will not be accurate as they will be based on extrapolation.
Another weakness within the thesis approach was that soil temperature measurements for Europe were
estimated based on the latitudes of the data points, as soil temperature information was not available to
correspond with the dataset being used. The effect of any differences between the actual average and
the estimated average soil temperatures was assessed by testing the model's sensitivity to temperature
and was shown not to change the outputs too significantly. The used values were average yearly values,
however, and any variation in soil temperatures over the course of a single year was not taken into
consideration when modelling. This exclusion of fringe temperature values could, therefore, influence the
overall yearly diffusion as calculated by Zeng's model. Including these fringe soil temperature values
would require considerably smaller timesteps, however, to account for changes over the course of the
year. Both the availability of such detailed data and INTEGRATOR's ability to model at such short
timesteps are significant obstacles to including more detailed soil temperature data within the modelling
approach.
When looking at the model outputs, the reactive copper concentrations according to Zeng et al (2017)'s
model were somewhat lower than those predicted by the INTEGRATOR approach to start, while Zhang et
al (2017)'s modelling approach was almost perfectly in line with the outputs of the INTEGRATOR
approach to start. This relationship, however, changed over time, showing the INTEGRATOR approach
calculating higher reactive metal concentration than the other two approaches. At this point, the
relationship between the different approaches also deteriorates as the additional uncertainties become
more prominent. Some assumptions for the causes of these uncertainties are the net positive
accumulation of total metal caused by lack of leaching and soil uptake inclusion within the Excel® model,
as well as the inaccuracies for the temperature data and the different definitions of reactivity as specified
in the original model. The level of uncertainty caused by both reactivity definition and temperature have
been assessed in this thesis by splitting the modelling outputs according to pH and by checking
sensitivity to temperature. A better estimation of both, however, could be gathered through accurate
data collection and further testing. In the case of leaching, the INTEGRATOR framework includes a submodel which can account for this, the use of which would show how much of an influence leaching
actually has on the results.

6.3. AGEING BULK SOIL METAL
A significant source of error is that for the time-dependent ageing approaches, the initial rate of ageing
in the soil had to be estimated as the metals were made up of a mixture of applications. Information on
bulk soil metal ageing rate and reactive metal content at t=0 are essential for both mechanical models as
it will determine how rapidly and to which extent the metals in the soil will continue ageing as the model
is run. As noted in Zeng et al (2017) and Zhang et al (2017)'s papers as well as the supporting
literature, the fastest ageing happens immediately after metal is applied to the soil, and the rate
decreases over time. Modelling showed that overall this meant around a 30% decrease in reactive metal
concentrations after a single year, with decreasing rates at each time step (i.e. the rate of ageing after
10 years would be around 1% of the total metal per year for both copper and zinc). The starting value
when modelling was set to 1 year, as most of the modelling approaches suggested that by this point
most of the ageing had already occurred. When modelled, this also showed an almost 1/1 ratio between
the INTEGRATOR values and those of the process-based models. The rate at which the bulk soil metal
was ageing, however, may have been too rapid because of this, although as time progressed the
difference between the predicted and actually aged fraction would decrease. One way by which the rate
of bulk soil metal ageing could be better known would be to study the rate of ageing in old contaminated
field soils, or by calculating the reactive fraction using a non-time-dependent formula such as the
Freundlich equation already used in the INTEGRATOR approach for t=0.
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6.4. ADDITIONAL IMPROVEMENTS TO MODELS AND APPROACHES
While there are advantages to using the process-based models to calculate ageing within the
INTEGRATOR framework, there are definitely areas of improvement which can be made, both to the
original calculation, and for its application in the INTEGRATOR framework.
The original papers, while based on many years’ worth of model improvements from the original Ma et al
models (Ma et al 2006a,b), were not tested as extensively as the reactive metal model in INTEGRATOR
had been. Soil for calibration and verification did not cover the extent of Europe’s soil types which means
that metals concentrations at the higher and lower ends were liable to be miscalculated. The models
could also be improved by having the tested soils aged over a longer time period in both outdoor and lab
conditions to account for and counter the weaknesses in both approaches.
As for the models as applied in this thesis, the major drawback was that the current method only allows
for a static amount of metal addition every year. This can be fixed using an integration for the starting
metal value to the final metal value, but the more complicated the model becomes, the more difficult it
becomes to incorporate it into the INTEGRATOR framework, with the adapted approaches already
requiring a considerable change in calculation methods.
The fact that the Excel® model did not include a leaching component is problematic in that in field
situations leaching can reduce the reactive metal fraction in soils (Liu et al 2018). Leaching is included as
part of the total INTEGRATOR approach as the model was created to mimic field conditions, but it was
not a consideration for either Zhang et al (2017) or Zeng et al (2017) where metal accumulation in the
soil was not factored into the equations. In theory, within the Excel® model, each of these modelling
approaches would be subject to the same bias and show higher reactive metal concentrations than if
leaching had been included, and thus comparison between the different approaches is still possible, albeit
not representative of exact field conditions. It would be more accurate to consider the results of the
Excel® model to show ageing in a contained plot of soil, rather than in field conditions. The addition of a
leaching component to each of these modelling approaches is possible once they are included within the
INTEGRATOR framework.

6.5. THESIS APPLICATIONS
INTEGRATOR has already been used to help assess the effect of policies on nutrient and metal balances
(de Vries et al 2014), and its future predictions are made more robust by exploring the model
weaknesses. Applying the process-based modelling approaches to INTEGRATOR would be difficult, and
additional testing on real soils would be advised in order to better assess their ability to calculate reactive
metal under a wider array of conditions. However, in cases of extreme pollution, the process-based
approaches could give very different results and decrease the estimated reactive, and thus potentially
dangerous, metal concentrations as time progresses. An estimation of increased ageing could imply a
higher tolerance for metal application to soils and thus increase the allowable soil metal application.

6.6. SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH
The logical next step in assessing the best method to calculate reactivity would be for the process-based
models to be tested further, as this was one of their weaknesses when compared with the approach used
in the INTEGRATOR framework. Testing of these models would mean both extending the dataset on
which they were calculated (i.e. more soil testing) and making sure that the coefficients calculated still
apply to a broader range of data. This would also include using the process-based modelling approaches
within the INTEGRATOR framework itself and see how they would function when combined with the other
soil processes.
It would also be beneficial to measure long-term ageing in field-based soils in order to have a more
accurate number to use for the ageing rate of bulk metals in soils. Should this be done, it would also be
beneficial to measure reactivity according to multiple different methods in order to make comparison
between different modelling approaches easier.
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7. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
To answer the first research question of “Which models exist that describe ageing between the reactive
and inert forms of Cu and Zn in soils, and how applicable are they for use in INTEGRATOR?”: While
multiple models exist which attempt to calculate metal ageing, and were uncovered via a literature
review, not all are suitable for use within INTEGRATOR. The literature review uncovered 12 papers
presenting models, of which 8 included time in their calculations, and 5 used the three-step approach of
calculating precipitation/nucleation, diffusion and occlusion within organic matter. Overall, there were
many differences and problems with the alternative modelling approaches ranging from different
reactivity definitions to data requirements which were too high, to inadequate soil testing for calibration
and verification. These were scored against each other using the criteria of the models’ scientific validity,
the extent of soil testing, the ease with which they can be adapted into the INTEGRATOR framework, and
the availability of model data requirements, in order to choose which were most suitable for use within
INTEGRATOR. Of these uncovered models, two process-based models were selected (Zeng et al 2017
and Zhang et al 2017) which were deemed to be of sufficient quality and usability. The two selected
models were subject to further testing using data from the FOREGS database to compare them with the
current INTEGRATOR approach and assess their usefulness and validity.
This leads into the next research question, namely: “How accurate are these existing models in
simulating Cu and Zn concentrations according to the literature data and subsequent model runs?”
The current empirical approach to modelling reactivity within the INTEGRATOR framework is in line with
the results given by the two process-based approaches selected from the literature review (Zeng et al
2017, Zhang et al 2017) to a degree, although over time this relationship degrades. Some of the causes
of the discrepancy between the outputs of the different modelling approaches over time were addressed
in the form of testing the models’ sensitivity at above and below pH6.5, which roughly divides where the
different reactivity definitions go from similar and dissimilar. This may also be due to the lack of metal
outputs from the soil leading to a presumed positive accumulation factor and the limitations of the
simplified Excel® approach.
The fact that despite using very different modelling approaches the outputs after a single year (before
the larger uncertainties of leaching and bulk ageing rate start to come into play) for both the
INTEGRATOR approach and the process-based models are so similar implies that the current approach
works very well. It is also encouraging for the process-based models that this is the case.
And finally, according to the research question: “How does the addition of each of the selected models
affect the outputs of an INTEGRATOR model run under a standard input set?”
In general, the differences between the outputs of the selected process-based models and the
INTEGRATOR approach seemed to show that the process-based models calculated a lower reactive metal
concentration over time, despite the starting concentrations' similarity. This was in part due to the
reactivity definition being different for each of the models, however, with the different models defining
reactivity as the 0.43 HNO3 extractable metals, the EDTA extractable metals and through isotopic
dilution. The higher estimation by INTEGRATOR may also be partially due to the Excel® version of the
INTEGRATOR model being unable to get rid of any metal via leaching, and thus accumulation was always
positive, or that the overall rate of bulk soil ageing at t=0 was overestimated.
What this means in practical terms is that overall, reactive metal concentrations in Europe would be
lower than those predicted in the previous INTEGRATOR report were it to be calculated using the
process-based approaches assessed in this thesis. This would be particularly relevant in areas of high
metal pollution, as a lower reactive metal concentration over time would mean that allowable metal loads
in soils would increase. In areas where deficiency already exists or is threatened, however, a decrease in
reactivity over time could enhance the metal deficiency problem. This is why it is important to have an
accurate model to calculate metal ageing on a European scale.
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